ZOO NEGARA- TO
MOVE OR NOT TO MOVE
'Development' projects threaten
zoo's existence
he recent controversy ovec the
proposed relocation of the National Zoo has made many of
us sit up and think about the kind of
·development' we are pursuing.
The zoo, it seems, is being
·encouraged' by the state government to.relocate to a bigger plot of
land in Hulu Langat. At its present
location, the zoo would be
threatened
by
encroaching
'development' in the vicinity. A
2,605 unit condominium project
and an 18-hole golf course were to
have been sited near the zoo's

T

present premises. (However, it now
appears that the golf course project,
at least, has been scrapped as a
result of public outcry.)

NO OBJECI'ION
The Selangor state government
had earlier decided not to stop these
projects because "the relevant
departments which conducted
studies on the 15"2 ha site had no
objection to the development".
Mentri Besar Muhammad Taib
even said that if the zoo felt that it
was being choked by development

and wanted to move,the government would be willing to provide a
bigger area near Hulu Langat.
It is not as simple as that, of
course. It has been estimated that
relocation costs alone would come
to about $300 million. What a waste
of money! Besides this, the sheer
logistics involved in moving an entire zoo could not be more daunting
- even Noah would probably have
had a much easier time rounding up
the animals into his Ark before the
Great Flood!

A CAUFORNIAN SEA UON DEUGHTS THE CROWD: Relocating the zoo would cost a whopping $300 million.
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CHICKEN-FEED?
Which brings us to the costs
involved- we have grown so accustomed to hearing about multi-billion ringgit projects, somehow or
other $300 million seems like
'chicken-feed'. But it is not. That
kind of money could be better spent
in providing low cost houses for
thousands of squatters many of
whom can be found in the Kelang
valley.
Even if it was possible to shift
the location of the zoo, we have to
pause and ask ourselves why we
have been more or less forced to
consider this option. To make way
for a few wretched condominiums
to cater for the well-to-do? Is this
what we mean by 'development'?
When a few concrete structures for
the rich are allowed to threaten a
treasure-house of Nature, then
there is something seriously wrong
with our development priorities.

A FANI'ASY WORLD
And there can be no doubt that
there is a major flaw in the model
of development we are chasing. It
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is a fantasy world of numerous golf
courses, condominiums, Disney
World-type amusement parks, $20
billion airports, towers and

skyscrapers- in short. a play ground
for the rich and famous.
But at what price? We continue
to ignore the homeless, the handicapped, the poor who lack basic
necessities like water and
electricity,
and
the
dangers posed to the environment and our natural
heritag~ - the hills, the
rivers,
the
trees,
wildlife..... We are preoccupied with the material
rather than the human
aspect of life. We fail to
realize that our natural
heritage is our greatest
prize. Instead, we continue to bulldoze, to
plunder, to cut down.....
The haze, the acid
rain, the flash floods what are these if not
nature's silent way of
pleading 'enough is
enough'. Let us stop this
madness before it is too
late. •

A.._... houM of nan Ia forced tc1 rnab way for eome cona... sbuCtur'ee lor lhe
Wllto do.
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Ani Netto

Economy

Politics & the Plan
A smnmary of the
presentation by
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR
at the Eleventb Economic
Convention of the
Persatuan Ekonomi
Malaysia, at the Shangrila
Hotel, Kuala Lumpur on 26
September 1991.
Impressive economic growth in
the next few years predicted by
most analysts will ensure continued
political stability during the period
of the Sixth Malaysia Plan. Besides, within the political sphere itself - barring totally unexpected
events - one can expect the status
quo to remain.
While political stability will be
good for the nation as a whole, it is
not inconceivable that economic
growth of the type envisaged by the
Plan will also result in certain negative consequences. Given the experience of other
Newly
Industrialising Economies (NIEs),
it is possible that economic and social disparities will become more
pronounced. What thi.-. mean!; th.1t
while the poorer strata of society
will certainly benefit to some extent
from economic development, it is
the richer segment of society which
will gain most from rapid economic
expansion. Since capital-intensive
economic development is iJlvariably uneven, existing disparities between regions may also become
mo~,serious. Like socio-economic
disparities, regional disparities are
bound to have an adverse impact
upon politics.

FROM LEfT: Malay corporate executive; Indian t.. packer; Murut man with
his child: Rapid Industrialization may create a
of entrepreneurs from a
certain community and mainly workers from another, lending to unhealthy
ethnic relations.

cl••

What should concern us even
more is whether socio-economic
gaps and regional imbalances may
sometimes fmd expression through
ethnic avenues. If rapid industrial
growth creates a situation whereby

the vast majority of entrepreneurs
and executives come from certain
communities and the vast majority
of workers come from other communities, a certain degree of ethnic
uneasiness may develop in the long
run.

Telec:oms lallbout to be privaiaed. It is difficult to ...ure public IICCOUntllblity
from a privaae linn ..,... when It manage. an enentlal aervlce.
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Likewise,

unrestricted
encouragement of foreign capital,
technology
and
enterprise in almost
every major sphere of
economic activity may
negate efforts aimed at
achieving self- reliancewhich remains one of the
goals of the nation as articulated in Vision 2020.
Indeed, allegations about
foreign dominance and
control of the _economy as evinced by happenings elsewhere - could
lead to political contention and dissension.

What is the meaning of
development if it erodes the sanctity
of the family, weakens communtiy
solidarity, strengthens a
consumerist materialistic culture,
heightens ethnic tensions, limits
political autonomy, reinforces
technological control, depletes vital
natural resources, degrades the
physical environment? Malaysians
, should be able to ask these
questions about development
without fear.

However, more than
dominance and disparities, it is the
lack of transparency in the world of
high finance and corporate business
which may well pose one of the
biggest political challenges to the
ruling elite in the coming years.
Groups and individuals will try to
obtain political mileage from accusations that wealth and economic
opportunities are being monopolised by cliques and coteries close
to the ruling elite.

At the same time, given the emphasis upon de-regulation and
privatization, major economic institutions and endeavours are becoming more and more impervious
to public control and public
scrutiny. As the experiences of certain industrialized societies in the
North show, it is not always easy to
ensure public accountability on the
part of a private flrm even when it
is managing a service which is essential to the community.

Indeed, the difficulties
involved in ensuring
public accountability in
economic matters are further complicated by the
curbs and controls placed
upon democratic principles and practices. In
the name of development,
the space and scope for
popular participation in
the political process has
been severely limited.
Will the increased tempo
of industrialisation in the
march towards the goal of
a 'developed nation' ,lead
to even more restrictions
upon political freedom?
The NIEs dismal record
on democratic dissent
does not offer much hope for the
future.

And yet. dissent and debate,
discussion and dialogue are vital as
we seek to become a 'developed'
nation. For today, more than at any
other time in the past, the meaning
and purpose of development itself
is being questioned even in the very
countries which pioneered the
prevailing notion .of development.
What is the meaning of
development if it erodes the
sanctity of the family,
weakens
communtiy
solidarity, strengthens a consumerist materialistic culture,
- heightens ethnic tensions,
r. limits political autonomy,
reinforces technological control, depletes vital natural
resources, degrades the
physical
environment?
Malaysians should be able to
ask these questions about
development without fear.
There must be some place in
this society which is moving
"forward to a developed ria- tion" for those who want to
pause and ponder. •
FamiliM of ISA detllinees stage a fast: With 1he emphasis on development, apace lllld
.crope for popular p.rtic:ipation in politica wil be aewrty curbed.
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made public or not, it will be very difficult to convince the public ~large that
5Es are better than 6As.

LetAhBah
MALACCA

PLEASE RECOGNIZE
ORANG ASU LANDS

I
BARISAN'S FANTASTIC
VICTORIES!

Bahasa Malaysiapaper in order to qualify
to go to Fonn 1.
This was the Ministry's response to

was amused to read some UMNO
Baru guys claiming "moral victories"
in SWlgei Pinang and Limbongan. They
seem to have very conveniently forgotten
the fact that they had indeed lost in both
these constituencies.
This is in contrast to what their
leader once said. The leader had
proclaimed that even if be were to win
by a single vote, it would still be a
victory for him. Yet his underlings
claim "moral victories" in spite of the
fact that they had lost S ungei Pinang by
1,994 votes and Limbongan by 1,560
votes.
Going by their logic, they must concede that Tengku Razaleigh had scored
a fantastic victory over Tan Sri Dr
Mahathir Moharnad when he lost by a
mere43 votes in 1987.
If reducing the majorities of opponents can be termed as "moral victories" then the G~asan Rakyat had
scored scores of "moral victories"
throughout the country in the last
general election in 1990.

requests from parents appealing to the
Ministry to allow their children to
proceed to From 1 instead of being
posted to Remove Classes.
The Ministry's rationale was that
the standard of the BM paper taken by
students in the national-type Chinese
schools was lower as compared to that
set for national schools. Fair enough.
But students from national schools
scoring Es in all subjects including BM
in the UPSR are promoted to Form 1
with no question asked A student who
scores E in BM obviously cannot read
or write - and there are many of these
unfortunate souls in our schools. This is
a fact, irrespective of what the Ministry
may claim has been achieved under the
KBSR system which must be IU:en
with a pinch of salt.
The Ministry had claimed that according to the Inspectorate's report the
students from the national-type Chinese
schools who had been promoted to
Form 1 following their good showing
in the UPSR examination had not fared
well. This is the f&rSt time we are hearing of this report. I'm sure the public
would be interested in more details
reg~rding these students - how many
were promoted. where they are placed,
who they are, how many failed to live
up to their expectations, etc.
The public would also be interested
to read a detailed report from the Inspectorate on the progress of students
who had obtained a string of Es and
who had been promoted to Form 1.
Irrespective of whether such a
report exists or not, whether it will be

I

Mohamad Anvan
KOTABAHRU

5Es BETTER THAN 6As

T 'm just puzzled by the Ministry of
L

ducation's ruling requiring all

Standard 6 students from national-type
CUnese primary schools, who had scored
6As in the UPSR, to sit for a special
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refer to the report on "Permanent
plots for Orang Asli" in the Star
(Northm1 edition) 16 May 1991.
We consider the Perak: Menteri
Besar's statement that the state can no
longer allocate reserve land for the
Orang Asli very disturbing. In particular, we find it difficult to comprehend his rationale that the state
"cannot afford" to convert thousands of
acres of land as Orang Asli reserves ...
due to land shortage."
We wish to point out that the Orang
Asli are not requesting for new land or
reserves. Instead, they are only asking
for recognition of their rightful tenure
to the lands which they now occupy,
and which they have occupied for
generations.
If there is a land shortage in the
state, it merely implies that Orang Asli
have been side-stepped when it comes
to allocating land. Their historical
rights have not been given due consideration. They are often treated as
ordinary squatters in lands which they
occupied long before others came.
The
government's
muchpublicized efforts to uplift the material
well-being of the Orang Asli will not be
realized through the relocation and
resettlement of the Orang Asli in
FElDA-type resettlement schemes.
Resettled Orang Asli have frequently complained about the difficulty
in eking out a living in such schemes.
Even in existing FElDA and FELCRA
schemes, there have been complaints
by settlers about the implementation
and lack of success of such schemes.
The Menteri Besar, Ramli Ngah
Talib, also said that the state wanted to
see the Orang Asli change their
nomadic life-style and economic activities - like selling fruits and rattan
from the jWlgle - to more stable ones.
We would like to clarify that a large
majority of the Orang Asli in Perak: live
settled lives. Many are also involved in
the wage economy. As for those who

Therefore, if there is any hint of scandal, it surely warrants an urgent investigation.
It would be a dangerous development if such a situation is left unchecked Already, there are rumours going
aroiUld that Universiti Sains Malaysia
is actually Universiti "Sex" Malaysia.
As a concerned member of the
public, I call upon the university 1
authorities and police to be finn and fair
in handling tlus case which needs urgent investigation.

Shankar
PENANG

FOREIGN MILITARY
BASES SHOULD BE
CLOSED

W
prefer to sell fruits and rattan, they do
so because these are more economically
viable (and socially flexible) alternatives to other sources of income. In fact,
the fruits that they sell are harvested
from orchards which they cultivate
themselves.
Thus, ifit is Orang Asli stability that
the state government wants, the surest
way to ~ehieve this is for the state to
recognize the ownership of the Orang
Asli of their existing lands. With such
security of tenure, it would follow that
there would be stability in their 'lifestyles' and income.
Towards this end, the state can, for
a start, take measures to approve all
applications by the Jabatan Hal Ehwal
Orang Asli for land to be gazetted as
Orang Asli reserves. With this, the
"conflict betweent the Orang Asli and
the state over land" will be resolved.

Anthony Williams-Hunt (Bah Tony)

President
PENINSULAR MALAYSIA
ORANG ASU ASSOCIATION,
KUALA LUMPUR

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

P

ress reports (/VST 113191 &
1313/91)
alleging
sexual
harassment by a male lecturer towards his

former research offiCer at the Chemistiy
School of the USMhaveresultedinraised
eye-brows.
The press statements, released by
an anonymous spokesman for a group
of staff and students at the University,
highlighted sexual misconduct by certain male lecturers and guards towards
female students and staff. But these incidents went largely wveported perhaps because of intimidation by the
aggressors or perhaps the victims were
reluctant to face the embarrassment that
might befall them. But syabas to the
research officer who dared to bring the
culprit to book for the ftrst time.
Unfortwulcly, the response from
the university aulhnrities was clearly
unprofessional. That was the reason
why the victim had to lodge a police
report.

Perhaps, the authorities were trying
to cover-up in order to protect the
reputation of lhe university. Or perhaps
they were trying to play another "VGAG" game. Whatever the reason, it was
a deliberate abuse of discretion that has
to be condemned
The authorities should have realized that this sort of unethical behaviour
by lecturers and staff is inexcusable.
They should have immed.tately set up
an inquiry board to determine the innocence or guilt of the lecturer concerned instead of trying to cover-up.
Lecturers are the guardians and
educators of our future intellectuals.
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e, the participants of
CROSSROADS
1991
International Conference on the bases,
coming from Korea. Vanuatu, Australia,
New Zealand, Nepal, HongKong, South
Africa. Aotcaroa/New Zealand, Japan,
Belau, United States, West Germany,
Switzerland, and the Philippines, meeting
in Manila, Philippines, 14-16 May 1990,
having deliberated and discussed the
various effects and implications of the US
military bases in the Philippines and
throughout the world. the continuing
global militarization and the threat of
nuclear warfare and accident. hereby
declare our firm commitment to the
struggle against foreign military bases
and the pursuit of just peace.
Whereas the US Military bases and
other facilities are a threat to the survival of the Philippine nation and
global security by enhancing the
nuclear fight capability of the US;
Whereas international developments have rendered US Cold War
policies anachronistic in the face of the
growing demand of peoples throughout
the world for peace, democracy, and
nuclear disarmament;
Whereas the US military bases are
the motives and the means of intervention in Philippine affairs as well as instruments and springboards of military
intervention in the affairs of other
countries, to protect US interests;
Whereas growing movements in
Asia P~eific and other regions
throughout the world are calling for the
denuclearization and removal of all

entitled 'A matter of status', 27 April

-.,..

,.,..llonlll Col.,.,.,_

US TROOPS IN ntE PHIUPPINES: ~ tan
calla for the ~WJ~oVIII of the US milt.y bMee in the PhilippIn•.
foreign bases; and an end to the testing
of nuclear weapons systems;
\\ hereas bases exact grave social
costs by degrading women and
children, by spreading sexual disease
and AIDS, fostering a racist and sexist
culture, violence, and drugs;
Whereas the }lases impinge on the
rights and ancesttal homelands of the
indigenous people;
Whereas the bases endanger the
world's environment by releasing to;w;ic
chemicals, and generating ha7.ardous
waste, increasing the danger of nuclear
contamination, all of which destroy
natural resources and human lives;
Whereas the military bases deny
peoples of the world. including the
people of the US, urgently needed
financial and other resources;
Whereas the dismantling of US
bases in the Philippines would contribute to nuclear disannament, global
demilitarization, peace and security;
Be it therefore resolved. that the
participants of Crossroadsl991 Int~r
national Conference for a Nuclear-free
and Bases-free Philippines: Call on the
Philippine government to withdraw
from the e;w;ploratory talks and not to
enter into any negotiation for the maintanance or establishment of foreign
military bases;
Call on the Philippine government
and the Military to stop the use of all
forms of violence against people working for the removal of the US military
bases;
Call on the US to end its intervention in the Ph11Jppmes, Panama, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Southern Africa and
other coWltries throughout the world;

Demand the permanent closure of
all US 'and other foreign military bases
and facilities;
Demand that the resources poured
into bases and intervention be converted and redirected to peaceful, nonmilitary
environmentally
sound,
productive uses which would benefit
the people and result in equitable and
sustainable development;
Demand that the Philippine and US
governments redress the economic and
$ocial 1lls and diSlocation spawned by
the US military presence in the area;
Reafflll1l our friendship with the
people of the US and peoples of other
nations who share the same vision of a
nuclear-free and bases-free world;
Declare that 16 September 1990
and 1991 be International days
protest against the US bases ln the
Philippines and the Filipino peoples
day solidarity with peoples all over
the world struggling agalnst foreign
troops and bases;
Reafflltn our unity with other
peoples and pledge stronger and closer
coordmation and cooperation; concrete
mutual support and solidarity with
peoples of the Pacific, As1a, and others
struggling for Peace, Disannament and
Freedom.

or

or

Participallls of CROSSROADS
1991 CONFERENCE
MANILA

SELECTIVE JUSTICE?

T

he China correspondent in the
Econom1st journal in an article
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1991 asked, "If Kuwait deserves
liberation from an agrasor, why not
Tibet?" It is a most timely and appropriate
question indeed.
Why not? And. why not Cyprus?
Turkey, a NATO member countty, invaded and occupied northern Cyprus in
July 1974. Up to this very day, n~ern
Cyprus is still occupied, with 29,CXXl
Turkish troops stationed there.
And. for that matter, why not also
East Tunor? East Timor was invaded by
Indonesia in December 1975. Near
genocide took place there before it was
annexed completely by lndonesiL
Did the UN Security Council ever
impose economic and other forms of
sanctions against China, Turkey and Indonesia for their aggressive acts? Did
the US, Britain, France and other
Western nations ever think of carpetbombing these countries to 'liberate'
the victims of their aggression? Was
any aggressor tried for war crimes?
Is Western complicity due to the
fact that Tibet, CyJrus and East Tunor
have no oil? Or, is it another case of
sheer Western hypocrisy based solely
and solidly on Machiavt!llian rt!alpolitik?

Fan Y~T~ng
KUALA LUMPUR

CHILDREN ARE NOT
DOLLS
A recent forty-second commercial
on child abuse won the grand prix at a
local' advertising industty award
ceremony. It purported to see things
from the child abuser's per;pective.
The doll, seated in a comer of a room
gets progressively closer to viewers as
the camera ZOOTTIS in and wounds appear. Accompanying these visuals is the
sound of a child crying. The clip ends
with these silent, unread lines:
"Children are like dolls". They don't
complain ... They just cry. They don't
fight back •.. they simply die."
I find these lines very dangerous in
that they perpetuate the myth of
children as po.ssive ob.Je<:ls. Children
are not dolls. They are human beings
who often do complain or try to solicit
help in some way and some do "fight
back". The pomt 1S- do we listen? Have
we listened? Have we seen? Do we dare

to see and listen? It is also disturbing to
learn (TM Star, 25 May 1991) that in
the course of trying to get the proper
sounds of a crying child, one of the
persons involved in the p:oduction of
the commercial was prepared to leave
his own four-year old daughter "in the
dark" with the recorder on. How ironical th.tt in order to make a commercial
on child abuse, one subjects a child to
the ordeal of being left in the dark.
Let us hope that the media will learn
to be more sensitive tb the highly-complex issue of child abuse in future.

Dr Wong Soak Koon

PENANG

ALARMING DELAYS AT
GOVERNMENT
HOSPITALS

M

alaysian general and district
hospitals throughout the
country don't lcno~ how to handle
emergency cases, be they accident
victims, stroke cases or those with
ruptured uteri (incurred during
deliveries). Instead, precious time is
wasted on paperwork. The slow and
~elaxed attitudes of ambulance attendants,
nurses and even doctms have also
JeSulted in many losing their1oved ones.
The Health Ministry should ~evise
its outdated system and introduce an
"immediate attention service" for emergency cases. All paperwork can be done
after the emergency cases have been
attended to.
Today, the number of people seeking medical treatment at government
hospitals has increased tenfold compared to colonial days. Today, even if a
district hospital wa.~ to refer an emergency case to the genePl hospital, the
case would be placed in a queue often
to the patient's detriment. This kind of
delays have become the norm so much
so they go unnoticed most of the time
except by those who have experienced
emergencies. Numerous complaints
about this have for the most part gone
unheeded by the government-controlled media. Can the Health Ministry
publicly deny this accusation?

SKumar
JOIIOR BAJIRU

MAHATHIR SINGING
DIFFERENT TUNE NOW

O

ver the years, I had learnt to
distrust our Prime Minister, Dr
Mahathir, because of some of his actions
and pronouncements e.g. Operation
Lallang, OSA Amendments etc. I began
to get Jeal!y iritated when he started
grumbling about the recently released
UNDP Report which stated that in our
country there
little internal freedom
compared to many other countries.
Our Prime Minister showed how
very dissatisfied he was over TV and
through the Press. I could not decide
whether he was del\IQing himself or
being conned by some of his aides. I felt
that almost any fool, especially those
from minority ethnic groups or
religions would have realized long ago.
that we, the minorities are truly less free
than those from the majority communities. Some examples:
*TheuseoftheiSAas a weapon has
been eltpanded.
*The sensitive is$Ues' concept has
also been so widened that I could be
detained for writing this article.
*Some years ago Parliament
decreed that since we are a multi- ethnic
people, there should be a certain ratio
(quota), at all levels of industry etc. to
be just to all sections of the population.
But I do not see anybody from my
ethnic group becoming a General or
other high-ranking officer in the Armed
Forces or the Police, nor do I see the
quota system being practised for officers of other ranks. This is also true in
the various government departments.
*Sometimes when I tune in to national TV stations, I'm made to feel
different because I belong to one of the
minority religious groups; I am greeted
in a different way.
•I wonder if there is any other
country where the government has
ruled that only one religion can use
cert.:.in religious terms and concepts,
when .hese arc common to many. Here
we are forbidden to usc some terms
because our religion.~ arc different.
•I was born in Malaysia and have
loyalty only to this country, yet my
government only recognizes me as a
hyphenated Malaysian. My keturunan
must be printed before my warga

I was getting cheesed off with our
PM, but then he began changing. More
recently, he's been stressing that we are
'one' nation, asking that all Malaysians
play down what separates us. Now his
ministers are also beginning to sing to
his tune: is this just another political
ploy for some purpose or can I look
forward to the day when I shall NOT be
known as a hyphenated Malaysian!

JoeM
ALOR SEI'AR, KEDAH

was

negara.
I surely feel that I am less free because I have been experiencing it.
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WHY MAKE US
CRIMINALS?

I

t is disturbing to read that the
Telecommunications Act is to be
amended to outlaw private ownership and
operation of satellite receiving TV
apparatus. It is even mo~e alarming to read
that it is p:oposed to ann the police with
powers to arrest and charge anyone
possessing and operating such
equipment. Are the police going to be
allowed to enter private p:ernises without
warrant? On the other hand, there can be
no objection to liberal licensing of dishes
in the same way as TV and radio sets are
licenced.
It is understandable that the
Government may wish to treat us as
children and protect us from what it
considers to be undesirable influences,
but it is certainly a denial of democratic
rights to permit police action against
what is done by people in their own
homes. To ban the reception of TV
programmes today is not far from banning the reception of radio transmissions tomorrow. However, no one
expects the Govenunent to.go as far ~s
that
There is a very important principle
at stake here. The proposed police
powers reminds me of the action taken
in other countries which were not noted
fortheirdemocraticattitudes of the banning of the reception ofBBC broadcasts
during the Second World War. Arc we
to be subject to 'thought control' and are
consenting adults to be made criminals
in their own homes.
We should look at the positive side
of obtaining direct access to TV transmissions via satellite and not fear corrupt
influences.
Why
use
a
sledgehammer to crack a nut? There is
much to be gained in both the educa-

•

tional and entertainment fields through
access to the international mass media.
In the near future, the size and cost
of satellite reception equipment will be
reduced. Even now there is equipment
which will fit into a large ladies' handbag. Are we going to the extremes of
stopping the use of such equipment?
It is a historical fact that as soon as
you ban something you create a greater
demand. When the book The Malay
Dilemma was banned it sold like hot
cakes. When something is censored in
a publication, photostat copies are
available the next day.
We should have more common
sense and be more broadminded. I urge
the Government to think carefully
before it creates a new class of criminals
and makes us the laughing stock of the
world.

DaudWilson

KUALA LUMPUR

VISION 2020 - POUnCAL
DIVERSION?

W

hile the Mahathir government
talks of Vision 2020, the
opposition PAS does not know what it is.
"What style of progressive nation?" they
ask. "Please explain further. US style?
European style? Japanesestyle?"Tha"eis
no Islamic-style progressive and
developed nation. However, PAS insisted
that it must be based on Islamic principles.
To ordinary Malaysians, who are used to
short term plans of three to five years or
medium term plans of seven to ten years,
this vision beyond the year 2<XXl is like
the Australian TV science documentary,
Beyond 2000. But is Vision 2020, in
reality, a political dream to divm the
public from the bunglings of local
authorities in Malaysia?
Local authorities made one blunder
after another in the 1980s. How can we
go beyond 2000 with these incompetent
people managing the system? One
blunder after another. Penang Port
Authority - the jetty tragedy. Malacca
Water Authority - the state still refuses
to give up its jurisdiction of water
resources. Some junior officers were
blamed while those higher ups were
exonerated. The Sungei Buloh fire
tragedy - a case of "no comments".
Nobody knows for sure which local or
federal authority should be responsible

for enforcing the laws. Or what laws
and by-Jaws were breached?
Today, we have many statements
from local authorities on the latest international incident State forest officers
ventured near the international border
and ended up being charged by Thai
authorities for illegal entry and logging.
While those at federal level maintained
that the officers were arrested in
Malaysia, the locai authorities were
quick to act to secure their release on
bail. Having paid a considerable sum of
money, they thanked the Thai
authorities and made it appear that the
matter had ended.
What are the facts? Who is behind
this illegal logging?
If they were arrested in Malaysian
territory, then we should make this an
issue and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs should be handling the case.
Ordinary citizens would like to
know why our borders are unguarded
and not demarcated. Do we not have a
corps of border guards and police?
After more than thirty years of independence, our borders are still not welldefined and remain unpatrollcd! Do we
just leave it to the local officers to look
after our borders? It seems the State
forest officers were not accompanied
by a police party. Is this the standard
procedure to treat an international border like an inter-state border?
We cannot go beyond 2000 with an
ill-defined and unguarded internaional
border. Is it not time to have a distinct
corps of border police.or border guards?
If we cannot patrol it, then put up an
electric fence like the fonner East
European communist states.

Mat Rossi
PEJ'AllNG JAYA

NEVER BE-IDLE DURING
HOUDAYS

P

lease allow me to add to the letter
in theNST 4 JUIII! entitled "School
holidays are too long" written by Form
Six student of Teluk Intan.
A sixth former as far as I know,
must be independent. Do your own research.
There are lots of things one can do
during holidays. You can visit relatives
and friends, far and near. You can study
books like the Bible and theQuran. You
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can also readA/iranMonthly, Harakah,
Peristiwa, the Rocket, Utusan Konsumer, Suara Rakyat and many others
which provide you with an alternative
to the American media. You can take up
gardening or venture into agriculture.
There are acres and acres of idle land
everywhere. You can write to
newspapers and magazines, and even
write books to express your ideas. You
can help to promote social reform. You
can learn the computer. In fact, you
need never be idle. You can learn from
people who hate to remain idle. Seek
them out Then you will fmd life and
holidays more interesting.

Arif
BUKJT PJNANG, KEDAH

ETHNIC DISCRIMINAnON

D

r Ling Liong Sik has called on
Chinese Malaysians to preserve
politic8l and economic stability (NST, 22
July 1991). Vision 2020 calls for
conunitrnent by everyone to strive for
national unity, integration and patriotism.
Political stability and national unity
can be achieved if the Malaysian
government practises positive ethnic
discrimination and discards negative
ethnic discrimination.
By positive ethnic discrimination, I
mean that:
*help should be given to economically backward ethnic groups that lag
behind in the very competitive business
world today,
*are weak in Bahasa Mlllnysin,
*are weak in science and technology,
*depend on the jungle for survival,
*do not get enough funds from the
government.
Negative discrimination on the
other hand, is characterized by:
•attempts to assimilate another ethnic group,
• attempts to wipe out or not allocating enough funds for other mother
tongue languages,
*attempts to wipe out another ethnic group's culture, religious practises
and places of worship,
.
*an absurd disparity in the allocation of government jobs, scholarships,
business opportunities to the various
ethnic groups,
*an absurd disparity in the allocation of funds to various groups for the

buildina of plM:es of worship and vernacular schools.
•the refusal by the LPN to sell padi
to certain ethnic groups,
•the
bumiputra-non-bumiputra
dichotomy.
I urge the government to release
detailed statistics to show that it hu not
been discriminating negatively against
any group in Malaysia, especially in the
following areas:
•the appointment of members of
tbe various local university senaleS.
•the allocation of overseas scholarships,
•the allocation of funds for building places of worship.
•the recruitment for government
jobl.
•universities intake and
•the awarding of government

tenders.

Bumi Non Bumi
SUNGEI PETANI

POLICE SHOULD HELP

lltE POOR AND
OPPRESSED

W

ith reference to a report in The
Star dated 8 March 1991,
entitled ''Squatter: Cop held me while I
was being hit", we the people of Malaysia
respond to the matter with deep concern.
In a democratic country like
Malaysia that upholds the sovereignty
of its laws, respect and morality, we
hope for a life here that is harmonious
and peaceful.
Respect and obedience to the court
and its orders are essential. The
developer in thL~ case, Kabra Holdings,
should discuss its resettlement plans
with the residents of Kampung Pasar
Baru u this falls within the scope of the
court order. Is it true that if low-cost
houses are built in the area or if appropriate compensation is offered, the
image of the 'luxury houses' to be built
there would be spoilt and the profits
reduced substantially? Let us not be
over-enthusiastic
111
following
capitalists. Imagine living in your
beloved village for years and suddenly
having it destroyed in one single moment.
Although we live in a modem age,
let us not forget our f111e Eastern culture
and human values. Isn't there any other

.
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way to come to a compromise or coax
the villagers of Kampung Pasar Baru
than to resort to thugs, threats and acts
of violence like beating up pregnant
women and other villagers, destroying
their plantations and possessions, and
cutting their water supply?
We hope that the police will be
more sensitive and act justly. In maintaining public peace, pacifying the 'big
men' alone is insufficient. As they have
power, influence and money, the police
appear to be lenient towards them. Normally the weak tum to the police for
protection. H the police have lost their
neutrality, to whom are the people of
Malaysia going to tum to? In conclusion, we appeal to the parties concerned to look into this matter
immediately and act justly.

UKM Medical students
KUALA LUMPUR
(This leuer carries five signatures)
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velopcr, Kabra Holl.hngs
Sc1n Bhd.

FOREIGN LABOUR· NO
SOLUTION

T

he recruitment of foreign labour
because of labour shortage is not
justifJed. I would prefer to see the shortage
in the plantation sector in a different
perspective as I feel the labour shortage in
the plantation sector is due to better
alternatives offered in other sectors
especially the industrial sector. The
reason why today's youths prefer the
factories rather than the plantation is
because the factones offer a much better
deal It is a nonnal human practice to seelc
better alternatives. But if we compare the
wages in the plantation sector and the
factories, there is not much difference
between the two. Then why is it that the
factory is preferred to the plantaaion?The
advantages in the factories are obYious
and thetableoverleafhighlights the major
differences between the sectors.
Other than the factors above, health
and sick leave benefits are also more
attractive and advantageous in the factories.

Wlp IYIMm

0.., nllld

w.oe
...........

Wortd ...... ftUduallon

Lookin& into the above disadvantaaes therefore, it is not surprising
that there is rapid labour flow from the
plantation sector to the factories. I am
ltronJly a&ainst the recruitment of
foreip labour to solve the p-oblem as I
believe the aux of the matter is the
weakness of the sector itself and the
10lutions must start from there. Brin&in& in foreip labour will only create
more Problems such as:
i) Outflow of foreip currency.
ii) The Jinb&e between hip crime
rate and foreip workers.
iii) Unemployment in our own
COuntJy.
iv) Other problems related to overpopulation such u squatten, poverty
etc.
The better and long-term solution
for the labour shortage problem must be
found in the context of the problem
itself. A solution outside this context is
irrational and temporary. The question
should be: Why are the workers leaving
and hciw do we retain them? The plantation sector should play a more active

PIMt.tion worker: Mlcing only for
beaic human con8iderationa.

to provide better working conditions for
Malaysians.
The solution is within reach but the
question is whether the plantation sector will mend its ways or 10 on pretending. Let us be reminded that it is human
beinas we are dealing with. It is time to
reorientate the whole plantation system
to be more sensitive to the needs of its
workers.

S Arulchelvan
PETAI.JNG JAYA

role in retaining the labour force and be
competitive: in the labour market. The
present, selfish hi&h-profit attitude
must be eradicated in order to sustain a
-stable and productive labour force.
Ask any plantation worker what he
wants, his request is simple, humble
and just. What he asks for, and desires
are basic human needs:
i) Job security, fair waces which
do not depend on 0\lrUt fluctuations or
other external uncontrollable facton.
ii) A home ID live in with basic
amenities.
iii) A job which offers better incentives, bonus and future.
Are these too much to ask for from
the plantation industry?
It must also be stated that since the
plantation sector is facing a labour
shortage and not a shortage in profit,
these requests should not be hard to
fulflll. And since many of the plantations are now run by the public sector
like PNB, there shouldn't be much difficulty in implementing these suggestions:
i)
Introduce a minimum wage
scheme for workers and revoke the
present wage system which is dependent on market fluctuations. Change it to
a wage system which is based on
workers' productivity.
ii) Open an agency solely to look
into the development of the plantation
sector.
iii) Push forward a law in Parliament to make sure every plantation
company comply with the House
Ownership Scheme for estate and mining workers introduced by Tun Raz.ak
in 1973.
iv) Give workers an annual bonus
based on profit made by the company.
v) Restrict foreign labour as a
means of pressuring estate management
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GRANT CITIZENSHIP TO
RED IC HOLDERS

I

am very disappointed with the Horne
Ministey•• lmdue delay in granting
~to many a red IC holders who
have been waiting for several years in
peat pUt and anxiety.
Key politicians continue to tum a
deaf ear to this problem. Malaysians
who have migrated to other countries
have become citizens almost overnight
Our sovernme:nt - facing labour
shortages in factories and industry would rather brinJ in foreign work~
under contract employment. H only
Red IC holders could be &ranted
citizenship, more vacancies could be
permanently filled with all the benefits
due to a Malaysian workec.

Siva
JOHORBAHRU

FREEMASONRY·
SHOULD IT BE BANNED?

A

t the 33rd UMNO General
Assembly Meeting on 10
September 1982 the President of UMNO
said "Freemasonry is not an organization
we admire and Muslims should not
become
members of such an
organization. Many Islamic countries
have banned Freemasonry". Is
Freemasonry as harmless and law abiding
as its members would like the public ID
believe?
It is appropriate to re-examine
whethec Freemasonry is as harmless
and law abiding as its members make it
out to be. It is also time to review its
status to see whether it should be
banned. Why is Freemasonry allowed
to cany on in Malaysia?

In fact, no Islamic country bu allowed Freemasonry to be practised in
its country. The ONLY exception is
MalaysiL Why is this so? Is it because
our government has a soft spot for
Freemasonry and needs Freemasonry
or its members? Or is it because its
members are able to exert undue influence over the government to allow
them to carry on their masonic rites?
It is known that among its members
are persons of rank and distinction, in
the political, professional, and comm~
cial fields, who can -create and mould
public opinion. They Choose to reveal
only the innocuous side of Freemasonry
and conceal its sinister aspects.
Since the statement by the President
of UMNO in 1982, Freemasonry has
been banned in all Islarnic countries.
except Malaysia. and it has also been
severely attacked and criticized by the
Christian churches in the West
l. As recently as 1983 the Catholic
Church reaffurned its condemnation of
Freemasonry.
2. The General Synod of the esta~
lished Church of England reported in
1987 that for a number of fundamental
reasons Freemasonry is incompatible
with Christianity.
3. The Methodist Church at its conference in 1985 overwhelmingly voted
that its members should not become
Freemasons and also decided to ban
masonic meetings and mason-only services from Methodist premises.
4 . The Free Church of Scotland, at
its Gen~al Assembly in 1986, has also
overwhelmingly decided that "active
membership of Freemasonry is incompatible with membership or office of the
Christian Church".
Since September 1982 all the main
churches of the countries, in which
Freemasonry, in its present form and
ritual, has its origin, have unanimously
condemned Freemasonry as being
against the Christian faith. Of course,
Islam made the same decision much
earlier. As it is the policy of the government to promote Islamic values in our
society, Freemasonry should not be permitted to be practised in Malaysia,
especially after it has been repudiated
and condemned by the major religions.
There is more~ Charges have also
been made against Freemasonry ancf
some of its members of showflg
favouritism to fellow membe>- and
using improper influence in t.C co~se
of their public and profevt~nal duttes.

Allegations of conuption were levelled
against the police in England for showing favours to fellow Freemasons. For
policemen who are Freemasons, this
resulted in a policy statement in 1985
entitled "Principles of Policing and
Guidance for Professional Behaviour"
which stated "a member of a police
force shall at all times abstain from any
activity which is likely to interfere with
the impartial discharge of his duties or
which is likely to give rise to the impression amongst ' members of the
public that it may so interf~e".
Local councils have also been
similarly attacked for corruption and
favouritism. Nwnerous local councils
have introduced rules which require
employees and council members to
declare wbeth~ they are Freemasons.
The report by the London Borough of
Haclcoey went further and recommended that "Freemansoruy may be incompatible with membership of certain
council committees and with certain
council posts. Contractors should be
required to declare their masonic connections. Some councils went on to "advise" their employees and members
against becom;ng members of
Freemasonry. This is the position in the
United Kingdom where such sinister
activities by Freemasons have recently
come to light There are Freemasons in
Malaysia who hold high rank in government secvice as well as in the professions. In their masonic rites, they have
sworn to help each other. Should not
investigations be made to ensure that
their masonic oaths are not used to improperly benefit their fellow members?
Even if the government were inclined to permit Freemasonry to continue to be practised in Malaysia, surely.
it should.eosure, at the least, the Jzead of
such an organization shovld be a
Malaysian. After all, Freemasons
solemnly swear (take .tO oath) to be
absolutely loyal and obedient in every
way to their GrwMaster. The present
head of the Frp.!masons in Malaysia is
not a Mal~U~"Jan citizen. He is an alien
and owes-.0 loyalty to Malaysia but, on
the co,aary has sworn unswerving alleg;.nce. loyalty and obedience to the
Jsfad of Freemasonry in England.
Should such a person be permitted to
head a body of influential civil servants
and professional men who have sworn
to be absolutely loyal and obedient to
him? For a start, they have unquestionly
allowed most of their contributions,
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pwportedly, for charity to be invested
outside MalaysiL Surely, there are
many attractive investments in
Malaysia, which will help to create
jobs, as well as many deserving
charitable causes.
Furthennore, it seems that the
Freemasons can break the law with impunity. Publications on masonic and
non-mas.onic matters are printed and
distributed by them without the necessary permits required under the law.
Monthly magazines and newsletters are
freely printed and circulated by some
Freemasons' lodges without ~t
from the Home Ministry. Why is this
allowed to happen? Is it again the influence of Freemasons at work?
Accusations have been made that
the Freemasons are closet Zionists.
That is not true. What is true is that the
form of their practices extol the deeds
of the Israelites as recorded in the Bible.
The historical lcltievements and successes of the Jews are impressed upon
Freemasons as worthy examples to be
copied. Surely, in Malaysia there are
more appropriate examples which can
be used for the same purpose.
The recent developments against
Freemasonry, not only in Islamic
countries, but also in the western
countries suggest a growing protest
against their sinister influence.
Malaysi~ should be alert to cut off this
potential danger and to pre-empt their
influence by cancelling their registration. 1f the government is to inculcate
good religious values then Freemasonry cannot be compatible with that aim.
Freemasonly encourages its members,
who influence public opinion, to emulate Jewish values. It is also contrary to
the teachings of Christianity. It is
against the teachings of the book of
Islam.
Obviously, since 1982, the liberal
attitude of UMNO has been taken by
the Freemasons as a licence for their
activities. Surely, in the light of recent
developments and new information
about Freemasonry abroad and in
Malaysia. it is now time to have a
thorough public inquiry into its activities. It is time to have another look
at Freemansonry and to consider if it
should be banned in Malaysia.

Sulaiman Mohd Daud
KUALA LUMPUR

Heart to Heart

''Ciai01 Your Rights, Ben''
y friend, Gaik, had just
coolced a wonderful dinner
and we were sitting down
to enjoy a delicious dessert. She
seemed a littlewooied. When I asked
her why she said that Ben, her son,
would be starting school. Many
parents have som~ anxiety about
their child's first day at school but
perhaps Gaile had more reason to
worry. Ben had had polio at two and
uses calipers and crutches. He had
been a happy child in kindergarten
where the group of children was
small and the physical conditions did
not make it hard for him. What would
it be like in school?
Gaik asked me if I would accompany her when she took Ben to
school on his ftrSt day. I was more
than willing but I wondered
whether Ben would be embarassed
by so many adults accompanying
him. "Please come, auntie;· he said.
Perhaps he was a little nervous too.
His parents had always had a
healthy attitude balancing between
aknowledgin'g Ben's disability and
encouraging him to do all he can.
He was a well-adjusted, confident
boy. I was very fond of him and
would hate to see school make him
feel small.
When the day came and I sat
beside Gaik as she drove to the
school, Ben was rather quiet. The
Headmaster was there too to meet
us. I watched him closely. Would
he simply mouth cliches or avoid
Ben's disability as if it were invisible? How glad I was when I
heard him telling Ben kindly, but
frankly to see him if he needed anything because of his condition.
I then examined the structure of
the school. Sadly it had many fea-

M

tures that would be obstacles. The

drains were quite wide and very
few stone slabs covered them. It
would be hard, ~ven dangerous for
Ben to step over thein. There were
no handrails for the steps leading to
the tuckshop and one of the corridors sloped at an angle that may
not matter to others but certainly to
Ben. I did not say anything, but I
could see Gaik following my eyes.
Rather than add to her anxiety I
thought I would speak to her later.
Meanwhile the children were assembling in the various classes.
After the initial states they seemed
to be getting along fine. We left
after lunch happy to see that Ben
had settled in, sitting next to his
new friend, Hafiz.
But what of the stairs, the
drains, etc? You can imagine my
relief when I called a week later and
heard the sequel. It appeared that
Gaik talked to the Headmaster and
together they and the teachers in

charge of the Interact and Industrial
Arts Societies found some suggestions for solutions -not major changes but simple handrails for stairs,
metal covers for drains and a nonskid rubber strip for the sloping corridor. It goes to show that goodwill
and a willingness to care can yield
what must seem to Ben small
miracles. What is more important,
they made him feel a part of it, not
just a passive beneficiary, by inviting him to their meeting to give his
views on these structural improvements even if in a child's language.
As Gaik was saying, she is very
blessed. Ben is lucky but a lot more
needs to be done for our disabled.
This made me recollect a feature in The Star (10 Sept 1991)
called "Thrashing Out The
Problems Of The Disabled" where
a cross- section of our disabled met
at a workshop in Penang to make
their voices heard and deny that

The recent national population census survey sh"lld have included stalistic:lll
data on the disabled.
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they are invisible (why did the
recent national population census
survey omit statistical data on the
disabled?). I read with admiration
the intelligent and forthright statements of the participants. Clearly,
charity- based, band-aid measures
are insufficient, &>metimes even
demeaning. If we accord dignity to
every human being then we must
acknowledge our disabled as cus-

tomers (and citizens) with rights.
They are not merely passive clients
and would like to participate in the
decision-making processes. We
forget that a disability does not take
away from the powers of the mind
and the heart.
Together with improvements in
public facilities so that the quality
of life of the disabled can be enhanced, the patronising attitude

should give way to respect. Is this
asking for Utopia? I don't think so.
I look at Ben and know that his
generation of disabled people will
have the confidence to expect equal
respect and the grit to work for il I
say not only " Hang in there, Ben"
but "Claim your rights".+

Wong Soc* Koon

THE PAPER CRANES OF SADAKO

S

adako Sasaki was two years old when the atom bomb was dropped
on her home city of Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. Sadako seemed to
have escaped any ill effects after her expo$ure to the bomb. But, 10
years later, she developed leukemia, "the deadly atom bomb disease".
A Japanese legend claims that the crane lives for 1,000 years, and
that a sick person who folds 1,000 paper cranes will become well again.
So during her few months In the hospHal, Sadako folded paper cranes.
When Sadako died at the age of 12, she had only completed 644
cranes. Her school friends helped her to fold the remaining 356, and
Sadako's 1000 cranes were buried wHh her.
Three years later in 1958, a monument to Sadako and to all children
who were killed by the atom bomb was erected in Hiroshima Peace
Park. It is a statue of Sadako standing atop a granHe mountain of
paradise, holding a peace crane In her hands.
Each year on August 6, Peace Day, thousands of paper cranes are
placed beneath Sadako's statue by people who wish to remember
Hiroshima, and express their hopes for a peaceful wor1d.

AsaNews,lssue2,luly{~" will wr~ peace
1

a1 ~r Winge <lhd
yo\A wdJ f~ allld ,
CNer the wor .

'

., will write PNCe on your wings end you will ty al ovw lhe world." -sADAKO SASAKI, ~~ge12
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Accountability

Something Is Amiss In NUPW
Aliran member CHARLES
HECTOR contributed this
piece on the NUPW and the
PPN H<Sel bale. He
remarks, ''I felt that there
was a need to look at the
main scandals in the
NUPW over the .-t two
years, namely the 'NUPW
Salaries Sandal' and the
'GATCO Scandal', when
we~ the PPN H<Sel
moe. It is only then, that
we will be able to analyse
the situation better and
come up with ~ble
courses of actions.
Although, the artide was
meant to be a short piece, it
~ now a few pages long.
Even then, it is still not
exhaustive. To reveal what
~happening in the NUPW,
there might be a need for a
book''.
he plantation sector has
provided the 'milk' to this infant nation of ours since Independence. Agricultw-e, especially
rubber, made up 30% of the Gross
Domestic Product (GOP) in 1976. In
1990, agriculture was only
fc:ncasted to contribute 12% of the
GOP. Today, as we move mwards
becoming an industrial nation, the
role of the plantations is diminishing.
Malaysians, and particularly the
government, must not fcxget those
woders (made up all elhnic groups)

T

in the agricultural secta who still
contribute SOwards nation building.
Over the past three years, a few
'scandals' have arisen in the National Union of Plantation Workers
(NUPW) - or rather the executive
committee and the staff of the
NUPW. First, there was the
'NUPW Salaries Scandal' which
was followed by the 'GATCO
Issue'. The PPN Hostel issue is just
the most recent of these 'scandals'
involving the NUPW. The PPN
Hostel issue should be viewed, with
the past issues in mind if we are to
reasonably analyse the problem and
come up with a solution.

THE PPN HOSI'ELJSSUE
Acc<rding to a report in The
Star(l5 September 1991), thePPN
Hostel in Petaling Jaya, which
houses university and college students from estates all over
Malaysia, is expected to make way
for a condominium project.
It was disclosed that about two
years ago, the NUPW mortgaged
the three-storey building, whkh
also housed the union's training
centre, to United Malayan Banking
Corporation (UMBC) for $1.2 million, and for the last three months
the NUPW had not been able to
meet its monthly mortgage payments of $35,000.
Thc$1.2million was to help the
union get out of a financial crunch.
It claimed to have had a deficit of
$1 million last year and is expected
to have a deficit of $1.5 million this
year. Why was the hostel made the
sacrificial Jamb when the union had
other assets in the form of shares
and securities that could have been
sold?
Perhaps, we should not really be
shocked by this move, as it shows
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once again that education is a low
priority fer the NUPW. After all,
only approximately 5% of the
union's total annual expenses is for
education and social matters, while
members who contribute the
monthly subsription of $5 believe
that 20% of this money is being
used for education!

WHO DECIDES FOR THE
UNION?
The NUPW members themselves only became aware of this
move through the Press; and even
then it was already ' too late' to do
anything since the union had already 'committed itself to the condominium project and there was no
way it could pull out of the deal it
had signed with the developer. The
union had received $750,000 as
part payment from the developer
who had also agreed to pay UMBC
$1.2 million plus other accumulated interests in order to release the
mortgage on the hostel.
That was the state of affairs of
the hostel which was relayed to the
MIC which expressed willingness
to take over all liability for the
building so as to ensure that students from the estates would have a
place to stay while studying in the
city.
It appears that the decision to
mortgage and later ·re-develop' the
hostel was made solely by the executive committee, without any
consultation with the rest of the
members. Is it right for elected office bearers of the union to act in
such a manner especially since this
was a major action? Members
should have at least been infonned
or consulted on this move.

leaders ofNUPW would
take a pay cut to 'make
members happy'. However, when things cooled
The NUPW exdown, it was reported
plained that it was not
(The Star~ 5 October
selling the hostel to the
1989) that the NUPW
developer, · but merely
executive
council
re-developing it so that
would not take a pay cut
the union could make
after all since they felt
some financial gains.
that what they were
The present union
being
paid
was
members'
children
"reasonable".
would be given ap- Struggling on.,.. aYW~~ge monthly wage of $300: How doea the
One wonders how
propriate alternative ac- NUPW justify paying out.,.. •nulll salary expenditure of $0.21
these leaders are able to
commodation.
What mllion to ita top five a.c~..?
justify their big pay
about the children of
packets when members
members who will come
of the union, the plantaitem 'Educational, Social and
in future to further their studies in
tion w9rkers, have to struggle to
Others' (see Table 1). What hapthe city? No mention is made of pened to the other $0.64 million
eke out a living. The rubber tappers,
that. Neither was there any mention
for example, have an average
that should have been spent for
of the fees that the present students
monthly wage of $250 - $300. In
education? If it was not used for
will have to pay in their new 'ap1984, there were 11,700 poor
education, what was it used for?
propriate
alternative
households
of estate workers in
Thus, how can the members exaccommodation'.
Peninsular
Malaysia
This was 15
pect the executive committee of the
per
cent
of
all
estate
households.
NUPW to be true to their word ' that
INCOME FROM CONDOS
the money from the condominium
THE GATCO AFFAIR
FOR EDUCATION FUND
project will be used for education'
On 17 January 1967, the Great
On completion of the conwhen the $0.89 million contributed
Alioners Trading Corporation Bhd
dominium project, the union will
by members for education was only
(GATCO) was set up by officials of
get 20 per cent of the units. The
partially utilized for that purpose.
the NUPW. GATCO was incorproposed development will enable
THE NUPW SALARIES
porated with the primary objective
the National Union to increase its
of helping estate workers. Accordcurrent assets from $4 million to $8
SCANDAL
ing to the company's statement of
million. The assets will be able to
It was disclosed two years ago
accounts
for 1985-86, it had a paid
generate a monthly income of some
that about $3.2 million was spent on
upcapitalof$1
,367 .691 and 11,529
$75,000.
salaries, allowances and expenses
shareholders - almost all were esAccording to the NUPW, the
of t.he executives and staff of the
tate workers. Six of the eight comincome will be put into a special
union (The Star, 28 April 1989).
panies
that GATCO invested in
educational fund (The Star, 15 SepThe executve secretary, A
suffered
losses.. The managing
tember 1991) or a trust fund, 'PPN
Navamukundan, the general
director
of
GATCO was none other
Foundation' (The Star, 25 Septemsecretary,P P Narayanan, the finanthan
Narayanan.
ber 1991). The money will be for
cial secretary, A Symon, the deputy
Though GATCO claims that it
various educational services for the
secretary general and the president,
paid dividends to its members in
members and their children. But
Yusuf Mamat, receive annual
1972, 1973 and 1974, shareholders
members already contribute to
salaries of $77,000, $60,000,
have
claimed that they never
education!
$60,000, $60,000 and $36,000
received any dividends and were
Out of the $5 that each NUPW
respectively. This means that about
never sent notices for GATCO's
member pays as monthly union
$0.29 million is being spent for the
Annual
General Meetings (The
subscription, $1 is meantfor educasalaries (not including other aland 6 October 1989).
Star,
5
tion. However, as disclosed by The
lowances and benefits) of these five
GATCO
general manager, A
Star (28 April 1989), out of about
persons. This is more than the $0.24
Symon,
who
is also the NUPW
$4.5 million that was collected
million that was used for education.
financial secretary, said that the
from the 75,000 members in the
When this 'scandal' was disdividends and letters were sent but
form of annual subscriptions, only
closed, Narayanan said that the top
many of these letters were returned
$0.24 million was spent under the

NOTSEUING
MERELY
RE-DEVEWPING
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undelivered since the shareholders
had apparently moved but had not
infonned them of the change of address. Smely GATCO could have
resorted to other means of communication such as placing an announcement in the Press. What
really happened to the dividends?
Were shareholders informed of
AGMs? Why were statements of
accounts not made public? The
1988 accounts of the NUPW listed
GATCO as a liability of the union
to the tune of $64,500. How could
the NUPW list GATCO, which is
not an NUPW company, as a
liability of the union?

SOMEI'HING IS
DEFINITELY WRONG
One must definitely acknowledge the contributions made by
Narayanan and other NUPW
leaders. These would include the
better wage rates, overtime, price
bonus, shift allowance, rain interference (for weeders), productivity
incentive (for cocoa/harvesters),
paid holidays, pilgrimage leave,
defraying cost for renewing driving
licences and hospital, retirement
and maternity benefits. But these
achieve!Jlents on behalf of the plantation workers cannot justify the
executive
committee's
high
salaries and the way the NUPW is
being controlled and 'manipulated'
by certain leaders.
11\e leaders should not forget
that they were elected or appointed
to be at the service of plantation
workers. Today, it seems that the
leaders' priorities are no longer for
the common good of plantation
workers, but for their own positions
and well-being. It seems that they
want to suck: out what remains of
the "sucked oranges". the already
oppressed and exploited work~rs. It
appears that NUPW leaders have
become oppressors rather than
chadlpions and defenders of
w<rters' rights.
•
These leaders seem to have
adopted an attitude of arrogance

and a desire to maintain the status
quo. This was clearly seen in the
handling of the PPN Hostel Issue,
the NUPW Salary Scandal, the
GATCO Issue, the attempts to
make it difficult for workers to
challenge the leaders during elections with the imposition of new.

regards to membership drives seem
to indicate a disinterest in the
declining membership.

THE NEED FOR
REFORMS
The reforms which are required
can only be brought about by the

"Today, it seems that the leaders' priorities
are no longer for the common good of
. plantation workers, but for their own
positions and well-being..•Jhese leaders
seem to have adopted an attitude of
arrogance and a desire to maintain the status
quo. This was clearly seen in the handling of
the PPN Hostel Issue..."
conditions and regulations, and the
undemocratic manner in which the
delegates to the Triennial Delegates
Conference are appointed by the
NUPW executive committee and
not selected by members of a particular branch. Evidently, immediate changes are necessary.
Dissatisfied w<rters fmd their
cries for justice falling upon deaf
ears. Some try to put pressure on the
NUPW by refusing to pay their subscriptions, but when they do this
they risk losing their membership.
The NUPW does not seem to be
very concerned about this. At one
time, it was said that membership
was almost 100,0000. In 1988, it
was 75,000 members. Today, it is
said to be only 60,000. This drop in
membership is not solely due to the
rural-urban migration or the plantation-factory migration, but also because many members have become
disillusioned with the NUPW and
have just decided to stop paying
their subscriptions in protest, thus,
tenninating their membership.
If the NUPW is interested in
keeping its members, it should look
into this matter. It should also open
its membership to contract workers
and not merely check-role workers.
The absence of any initiative with
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membership, with the help of
government intervention and
public pressure. Members should
demand greater accountability
from their leaders. Although, it is
true that it is difficult to initiate and
bring about change in a big union
like the NUPW. it is important that
an attempt is made.
With the recent emphasis on a
caring society, we should respond
to the plight of plantation workers.
There is a need for members of the
public and groups to come out and
urge that reforms are made and that
the NUPW once again becomes a
union of the plantation workers and
not a union of the executive committee.
The PPN Hostel Issue can
should be the stimulus to initiate
refonns in the NUPW, particularly
in the area of accountability. where
there appears to be a gross abuse of
union funds, and in the area of the
decision making process, where
there should be greater participation by the members. Like broken
bones, to procrastinate would result
in a missed opportunity to set the
bones properly and lead to
'deformed healing'. Thus, this is
the moment to act to right the
wrongs in theNUPW.Q

Report

Vision 2020: An Eval at·o
his was one of Aliran' s most
successful forums. A capxity
crowd of over 1,200 packed
the Kedah Indian Association Hall in
AlorSetaron260ctober. There_were
a couple of things which made this
forum very significant It was the f.II'St
time in recenr years that a Barisan
Nasional MP had accepted an invitation to be one of the speakers on the
panel at an Aliran forum. The organizers were indeed pleased, if not
surprised, when Dr Afifudin Omar
actually turned up at the forum on the
night to explain the government's
stand on Vision 2020. This also
marlccd the first time that Semangat
46 president Tcngku Raz.aleigh was
taking part at a forum sponsored by
Aliran. And it must have been a
poignant occasion for Dr Chandra
Muzaffar as this was the last time he
was speaking at a major public forum
in his capacity as president of Aliran.
Chandra will be stepping down as
president at the Aliran AGM in
November in order to devote more
time to writing and research.
Below arc some excerpts from
the speeches that night

T

Afifuddin:

' ••• 1t all begins with
the economy. We
have to eliminate
economic disparities
before we can talk of
other idealistic concepts like a single
Malaysian race and a
single Malaysian culture."

Kedah Indian
Association HaH,
AlorSetar,
26 October 1991
Chairman:

Dr Arifrm Omar
Secretary, Aliran

Speakers:
Dr Afifuddin Omar
Barisan Nasional MP
Padang Terap
Dr Chandra Muzafl'ar
President, Aliran

Subky LatifT
Exco Member, PAS
Tengku Razaleigh Hamz;1b
President, Semangat 46

Let

me try and explain the meaning of the word 'vision'. It means
looking ahead. What YAB Dr
Mahathir sought to address when
he presented Vision 2020 was the
question of where we are heading.
As for the planning itself, that will
be taken care of in each of the fiveyear plans beginning with the Sixth
Malaysia Plan until the year 2020.
Th~refore, if we wish to evaluate
Vision 2020, we have to evaluate
the planning incorporated in the
five-year plans to see whether it
will lead us .to developed nation
status by the year 2020.
What do we mean by a
'developed nation'? There are three
aspects to this - the economic, the
political and the social. From the
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economic angle, a developed nation is one where per capita income
exceeds the poverty line: it is one
where not only is the government
rich but the people too are rich.
Politically, we hope to achieve
stability based on democratic principles. Citizens will have the
freedom of speech, the freedom to
write provided they don't step on
the toes of others and hurt their
feelings. Socially, we hope to
achieve a harmonious situation healthy citizens who have proper
access to adequate health facilities
and clean water, harmonious interethnic relations and so on.
There have been many critics of
this vtston. Actually, such
criticisms shouldn't arise because
this vision has not yet been
achieved. What we are doing now
is working towards that vision.
Some people are under the mistaken impression that when we
achieve economic, political and social development we will end up
like America, Japan and Canada. It
is so easy to make comparisons
using present day developed nations as models. I think this kind of
comparison is inappropriate because the developmeQt achieved by
these nations is false development.
They have merely achieved
economic development. Perhaps,
we can say they have also achieved
good political development although they do have problems like
ethnic and other types of discrimination.
But other than economic
development, are we going to follow their patterns of political and
social development? Are we going
to imitate their social patterns
where persons of the same sex can
get married, where there is too

much freedom to the extent that you

can write things about other
religions like what Salman Rushdie
did?
This is not the kind of development we want. What we wish to
achieve is industrial and trade
development. Until now, our
economy has been based on
agriculture and commodities, but
the prices of these depend a great
deal on world market forces. When
prices drop, our economy is affected and so are oui incomes.
What Dr Mahathir wants to do is to
eliminate our undue reliance on
these sectors and to change our
economy to one which is based on
the production of goods which can
be used by other countries. And in
this he has suceeded. An agricultural-based economy has its limits
as it does not generate much
revenue. Our industrial base has already expanded. Dr Mahathir
wants it to develop further and
direction.
There will also be a shift in
economic and human resources in
that direction. A rural-urban migration ofbumiputeras towards centres
of industrial development. which
will alter the political and social
landscape of the country, can be
expected. All this will gradually increase our per capita income to the
level of a developed nation.
Critics may say that this is a
capitalist model. This is wrong. A
capitalist model would see us concentrating our ·resources in areas
which would be likely to generate
the most revenue i.e. in urban areas.
In fact. two thirds of our income is
being chanelled to rural areas. The
government encourJges the growth
of cooperatives to ensure an equitable distribution of wealth. We
borrow money from local and
foreign sources to develop our
economy. I don't see anything
wrong with that. Our debt servicing
ratio of 7% is not high.
A time-frame, 30 years, is important in order to serve as a target,
a guide. But it all begins with the

economy. We have to eliminate
economic disparities before we can
talk of other idealistic concepts like
a single Malaysian race and a single
Malaysian culture.

Chandra:

... ..... .. ave to give
priority to.our basic
needs not our greed.
If this had been the
basis of Vision 2020,
top priority would
have been given to
the supply of
electricity and water
to every household.
That is far more important than big
hotels and tourismrelated projects. "
T he objective of providing basic
necessities is more important than
anything else. Mahatma Gandhi
once said that the earth has adequate resources to meet the needs of
every human, but not enough to
fulfil their greed. We have to give
priority to our basic needs not our
greed. If this had been the basis of
Vision 2020, top priority would
have been given to the supply of
electricity and water to every
household. TI1at is far more important than big hotels and tourism-related projects.
We have to give priority to
schools which can_fulfll the aspirations of every student in this
country. There is no reason why we
should have afternoon sessions in
our schools. These sessions arc unsuitable for our tropical climate.
According to certain economics experts, we don't need that much
money to ensure single session
school in every district. But we
spend millions on projects which
do not benefit the people.
A/iran M0n1hly 1991:11 (10}
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Hospitals too should fulfil our
basic needs - look at the queues in
our government hospitals. Patients
have to come in the morning and
wait until the evening without any
guarantee of getting treatment.
These are far more important hospitals, water, electricity supply.
And we should also eradicate il- .
literacy in our country. At present,
our literacy rate is about 75%. We
have to achieve 100% literacy in
our country. If we can achieve this
by the year 2000, I think the people
will be grateful to our leaders.
We do not have to put aside
sophisticated development. It is
necessary in certain situations. The
same with mammoth projects. This
we cannot deny. But each project
must be carerully studied using certain important criteria. If we wish to
set up a factory, we have to first
study its impact on the environment, our natural resources, the
community and the individual
human being.
But this approach will never be
adopted as long as our leaders are
taken up by skyscrapers and mammoth projects. For them, what is
important is having the tallest tower
in the world and the longest bridge
in Asia.

Chandra·~ a hope that tha
~ '-dership wilstrive 1o

achiew 100% lilenlcy ..... by tha YMr
2000.

I would like to quote a famous
Iranian philosopher who gave this
advice to humanity more that 100
years ago. His name was Syed
Jamaluddin AI-Afghani: "Genuine
civilization is based on knowledge
morality, and religion, and not
materialism like the building of
large cities or the accumulation of
property and wealth or the invention of weapons which bring death
and destruction."

Raztlkigh:

ur target 2,020
golf courses? Do
you know that in the
interior areas of Sik,
Padang Terap and
Baling, there are
2,020 children who
do not attend school
because their
parents are too
poor? What is the
use of having the
highest per capita income in the world by
the year 2020 when
the gap between the
rich and the poor is
ever increasing?"
...l

W
e don't believe there is
anyone here today who is against
the idea of achieving developed nation status for Malaysia. This is not
a new idea. Our forefathers too
asked themselves how they could
bring about development for
Malaysia.
Is the building of golf courses
throughout the country part of
Vision 2020? ls our target 2,020
golf courses? Do you know that in
the interior areas of Sik. Padang
Terap and Baling, there are 2,020
children who do not attend school

because their parents are too pobr?
What is the use of having the
highest per capita income in the
world by the year 2020 when the
gap between the rich and the poor
is ever increasing? What is the use
of becoming an industrialized nation with thousands of factories
which are owned by foreigners
when our children can hardly see
the blue sky and the sunshine because of the haze?
Our environment cannot absorb
this kind of pollution any longer.
Our forested fU"eas are fast
diminishing because of unrestrained logging. Even the
famous Penang Hill is not spared.
We are worried that Vision 2020 is
just a mere continuation of this
stage-show. There was no serious
implementation. For example, one
of the nine points of Vision 2020 is
the building of a Malaysian community which is imbued with
strong moral and ethical values.
The Vision envisages a democratic
, liberal and tolerant Malay sian
society. Today, the more we talk
about morals and ethics, the more
we henr about the misdeeds of
those in power. Take the case of the
privatization policy. Many government agencies are privatized to
those who are close to our national
leaders as in the case of our highways. 1NB, STM, KTM, Peremba
and soon Petro nas. Privatization
has come to mean the transfer of the
nation's wealth to a small group of
individuals. This is justthe tip of the
iceberg. All this is totally at
variance with the slogan of morals
and ethics which they trumpet.
Therefore, Vision 2020 is nothing
more than the foresight of those
who want to become rich and affluent by 2020.
In order to acquire more of the
nation's wealth, more legislation
has been introduced- The Land Acquisition A~.:t, fur example, allows
the government to acquire any
piece ofland it fancies. In Johor, for
ell.ample, more than 26,000 ha of
the people's land will be acquired
A/iran MQnlhly 1991:11 (10)
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and more than 50 traditional karnpungs in the Gelang Patah area will
be destroyed. It will be handed over
to a company which is closely connected to the ruling party as part of
the
second
Johor-Singapore
Causeway project
All of us in Semangat46, PAS
and DAP unanimously opposed
this amendment in Parliament. On
the other hand BN MPs threw
their full support behind this Bill.
That was, of course, after they had
been 'whipped' because there were
some BN MPs who wanted to oppose this Bill. What is happening in
Johor is also happening in Pulau
Langkawi. In the name of development, the people's land is acquired
to build hotels and tourist resorts.
The compensation is not enough.
Those who are involved in this
project make many times the
amount of prolit.
This Bill and other similar legislation has restricted the right of the
Judiciary to question the actions of
the government. Justice is affected.
Previously, judges who dared to
champion the independence of the
judiciary were sacked. Perhaps the
dream of our leaders is that. by the
year 2020, aU judges, lawyers, civil
servants, police and all those with
important positions will comprise
people who can be told what to do.
Vision 2020 is not about development, rather it is about suppression.
Besides morals and ethics, the
vision envisages a democratic,
liberal and tolerant society. While
talking about tolerance, they go
about mercilessly pulling down the
homes of squatters. While talking
about democracy and human rights,
the undemocratic ISA continues to
be defended. The Universities Act
too remains in force. Ac3demics
and undergraduates do not have the
freedom of expression. The OSA,
the Printing Presses Act, the Police
Act have aU been amended with the
purpose of intimidating the people
who might threaten the positions of
those in power. By 2020, all this

will lead to a society which is insensitive, uncreative and fearful.
We are surprised at the way our
leaders put on an act abroad. The
condemn apartheid in South Africa
for exploiting the people. They
criticize the laws there which allow
for detention without trial - but
what about our country? They also
criticize the Australian mass media
for telling lies- but what about our
own mass media? They arc angry
with the West for wasting money
on arms but we are the ones who
buy billions of ringgit worth of
arms.
Vision 2020 is not the brainchild of those who now seek to
propogate it It has nothing to do
with our national development
policy. It was never tabled in Parliament or in Cabinet meetings. It is
not our official national policy. It
was merely a speech made at the
Malaysian Business Council in
February. The speech
was
prepared by others in ISIS. What
they wrote, our Prime Minister
read. Perhaps he himself did not
understand or believe what he read.
Perhaps that is why we see so many
actions today which do not conform
to what was said. We believe that
this Vision was blown out of
proportion by those around the PM.
Usually when the PM sneezes,
these people cough.
To evaluate what somebody
says we have to look at two things.
We have to look at the record of the
person speaking. We also have to
look at who is making these statements. Everyone can talk about the
importance of being trustworthy,
but if a robber starts lecturing about
trustworthiness we'd better make a
quick exit In the same way, Vision
2020 may sound nice but we have
to look at the record of the person
promulgating it For instance, the
eradication of poverty - the present
government has had the least success in this area - only a 1.4%
reduction has been achieved since
1984. From 1970 to 1984, the
reduction achieved was 21%. Its

record on corruption and the abuse
of power, the independence of the
Judiciary and the ACA isn't any
better.

Subky La#IJ:

a be able
to control technology on our own...We
are too reliant on
these foreign investors who wish to pursue their own
models of development. Our property
and buildings now
belong to foreigners."

lr

we were to ask our leaders what
Vision 2020 is all about, they would
no doubt have to refer to Dr Nordin
Sopiee for the real explanation. The
word 'vision' itself has futuristic
connotations. But a vision should
not be tied down to a specific year
or time-frame.
The main objective of this
vision appears to be industrial
development within the Malaysian
context. But one of the prerequisites for this is the transfer of
technology from people who control such technology. We have
failed in this because the West is
reluctant to transfer such technology. Our best engineering students
who had gone to Japan for technical
courses w •e merely given practical exerc1.ses on pulling cables.
They were not taught to master
Japanese technology. We have to
be able to control technology on
our own.
Our progress, at present,
depends a great deal on investment
If there are no investments, our
prospects for development look
bleak. We are too reliant on these
foreign investors who wish to pursue their own models of develop-
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ment. Our property and buildings
now belong to foreigners.
There is pervasive corruption in
our country, aU kinds of misdeeds.
Are we able to overcome this? Singapore has succeeded in eradicating coJTUption. When we talk about
vision, we usually need a strong
force. Our le3ders will have to rely
on loyal supporters - in the army,
the police, unquestioning political
supporters. The Soviet Union was
able to carry out long-term massive
projects in the past bacausc no one
questioned the leadership, which
had the loyal backing of the army
and the KGB.
In a democracy like ours, such
loyalty is often insincere. During
the Tunku's time, not many people
questioned him. But when he was
no longer in power, his critics increased in number and the loyalty
of his supporters shifted to the new
leaders. If political loyalty cannot
be guaranteed in the long-term,
then Vision 2020 faces an uncertain
future. Only a dictatorship can
guarantee the successful outcome
of a 30 or 40 year plan. Otherwise,
the plan will come to an abrupt end
when the leader in question is no
longer around.
This Vision also comes at a time
of worldwide Islamic resurgence.
This resurgence has an impact on
local politics. More parents now
want to send their children to
religious secondary schools but the
number of such schools is insufficient to cater for this demand. The
wealthy send their children to
private religious schools which
charge up to $100 a month. The
poor will have no choice but to send
their children to normal secondary
schools.
Vision 2020 makes no mention
of the role of religion. The only
thing mentioned is a moral and ethical society. As Vision 2020 does
not encompass an Islamic vision,
the support from the people can be
said to be suspect.O

Anil Netto

Environment

How Fast are the Forests
Disappearing?·
irst, the good news; the
developed countries have
more forests now than they
did a century ago. True, much of it
consists of single species of conifers
rather than the mixed deciduous

F

fm:st lhal has been ~eplaced; and it is
also true that in many areas of Europe
acid rain and air pollution are now

threatening large areas of long-established woodlands. But the fact that

many areas ofEurope, once severely
deforested, have been replanted
proves that trees can be replaced.
even if the original forest cannot.
The bad news comes from the
developing countries, home to
nearly all the world's tropical
forests, a category that includes

"Closed forests are
expected to disappear
altogether wHhin 25
years In four countries In
the Americas, three In
Africa and two In
Asia... 13 countries wDI
lose all their closed
forests within 50 years..."
jungle, rain forest. cloud forest, and
swamp and mangrove forest.
Together, these closed forests cover
some 1200 million hectares,an area
about two-thirds the size of South
America: they also contain nearly
half of the world's species of plants
and animals.

When the forests are·Tropical forests are very unevenly distributed among the
develoP,ing countries. If both
closed and open tropical forests
(those without a continuous canopy
but with one that covers more than
10 percent of the ground) are included, Brazil has 26.5 percent of
the world total, Zaire 9.2 percent
and Indonesia 6.1 percent. Peru,
Angola, Bolivia and India each has
about 3 percent. The rest is distributed among some 10 other
tropical countries.
Until the 1980s, no one knew
with any accuracy how fast tropical
forests were disappearing. One
authority suggested 5.6 million

Tractor logging In Sabllh: Troplc:allorests have been greatly reduced in • • .,..d the depletion continu•.
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hectares a year; another, the US
National Academy of Sciences,
suggested 20 million hectares a
year. Finally, a joint effort by
UNEP and the Food and Agriculture Organization made a systematic study of the problem. Their
conclusions were that closed forest
was disappearing at 7.5 million
hectares a year and open forest at
3.8 million hectares a year. The
UNEP/FAO assessment is to be
revised later in the 1980s.
Whe~ destruction is wont ...

Tropical forest have already
been greatly reduced in area, and
the destruction continues. But the
percentage rate of destruction is
still relatively small. Furthermore,
it varies greatly from country to
country, though relatively little between the regions.
Globally, closed forests are
being destroyed at a rate of about
0.6 percent annually. At this rate, it
would take more than a century to
halve the existing area of tropical
closed forests. This conclusion is
broadly true for Africa, Asia and
the Americas. In this sense, the rate
of destruction is less than had been
feared. Satellite photos in the mid1970s showed that only 2 percent of
Brazil's forest area had been
cleared by then, although neighbouring Amazonian countries, with
far less forest, were losing it much
faster; it is the same in Africa. In
some areas, such as Zaire, deforestation rates are as low as 0.2 percent
a year but in the Cote d'lvoire they
reach 7 percent
Closed forests are expected to
disappear altogether within 25
years in 4 countries in the
Americas, 3 in Africa and 2 in Asia.
Globally,a further 13 countries will
lose all their closed forests within
50 years unless effective steps are
taken to conserve them.+

KEY FACTS
U tropical forests cover 2970 million hectares of the
Earth's surface but have been rapidly depleted over the past
century;
0 according to one estimate, at least 225 million more
hectares of tropical forest will be cleared or degraded by the
end of the century;
0 at present rate, nine developing countries will have
exhausted their broadleaved forests within 25 years, and a
further 13 within 50 years;
0 the main cause of deforestation is the need to expand
agricultural land - though logging often leads indirectly to
deforestation by opening up previously inaccessible areas;
0 an action programme to tackle the problem on a global
scale is estimated to cost US$8,000 million over the next five
years;
[) high though this may appear, the cost of prevention a.~ is so often the ca.c;c- is trivial compared to that of continued
inaction;
0 the destruction and degradation of forests has
widespread implications for human society;
0 although 33 developing countries are currently net
expaters of forest products, only 10 are expected to be so by
the year 2000;
[] deforestation also threatens the natural balance of
upland watersheds and deprives the world of the genetic
diversity on which it ultimately depends;
[] local attempts to protect and manage the forest, and
establish new plantations, have been successful in many
countries - though not yet on a significant global scale;
Urural women - many of whose families depend heavily
on forest or tree products - have proved powerful allies in
conservation programmes; non-governmental organizations
have proved most effective in implementing projects at the
grassroots level.

Extracted from: Tlu Journal
oftlu Asian NGO Coalition Vol6
No2.
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Ideology

The Nobel Prize
Maintaining the myth of
Western superiority
Zafarul-lslam Khan
The most coveted prizes in
the various fields of human
endeavour ever instituted,
namely the Nobel Prizes,
are not exactly about
extolling the virtues of
human excellence. The
author contends that
colour, sex, politics and
Western superiority play a
.large part in determining
who or what receives the
awards, when, why and
how.
990's Nobel Literature Prize
went to the Mexican poet and
writer, Octavio Paz. He is the
first Mexican to win the prize. The
Nobel Prize for litcratwe is one of six
prizes instituted by the wealthy
Swedish industrialist and inventor of
dynamite. Alfred Nobel, in his will,
and ·he bequeathed a large proportion
of his fortune to support the awards.
Nobel died in 1896 and the first
prizes were awarded in 1901.
The Nobel prizes have long
been seen as a tool in western hands
to enhance Western culture and
Western political aims. and to
maintain the myth of western superiority in all fields of human endeavour, token recognition is
occasionally given to non-Western
figures. The prizes are awarded in
six fields: peace. literature. physics,

1

chemistry and medicine (since
1901),andeconomics(since 1969).
Restrictions in the will left by
Nobel, however, have meant the
exclusion of a number of important
contributors in each field who have
left a greater mark on the world than
those who in fact received the
prizes.
With regard to the Nobel literature prize. some of the past winners
have left very little mark on world
literature, like T Mommsen of Germany (1902). Carducci of Italy
(1906). Rudolf Eucken. a German

"The Nobel
prizes have long
been seen as a
tool in Western
hands to enhance Western
culture and
Western political
aims, and to
maintain the
myth of western
superiority in all
fields of human
endeavour."
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philosopher (1908), Gjellerup and
Pontoppidan. Danish novelists
(1917) and Grazia Deledda. a Sardinian novelist (1926) and. more
recently, Samuel Agnon of Israel
(1966). Bulgaria-born Elias Canetti
of Britain, who writes in German
(1981), and William Golding of
Britain (1983).
In 1978 the Nobel Committee
startled the world, including the
recipient, when it awarded the
literature prize to a Yiddish writer,
Isaac Singer. Nota proper or widely
used language by any standard.
Yiddish is a judaized form of
medieval German with a mixture of
Hebrew and other European languages. In sharp contrast, the Nobel
Committee has found no Chinese
fit for a literature prize. Japan,
having fully joined the Western ftrmament in the wake of the Second
World War, has fared slightly better, although Kawabata. who won
it, never wrote anything to compare
with Miskima, who was never
nominated.
Some who had nothing or little
to do with 'literature' were awarded
the literature prize like the French
philosopher Bergson (1927),
British philosopher, Bertrand Russell (1950) and British statesman
Winston Churchill (1953). The
prize passed over many Western
giants. Sartre, the French
philosopher. rejected the prize in
1964 and accused the Nobel Committee of ill-intention and being _
politically motivated.

prize. According to the American
critic George Steiner, 'their linguistic range is too limited... the best
chance of winning seems to lie with
work written or translated into
Anglo-American.'
The selection
...
process
involves
thousands of
Rewne of m.W. tot liWRn Mdi*Ce; obverM of medii! tot,..._
people around the world being invited to nominate candidates. They
Politics does play a strong part
award. Over 90% of individual
tend
to recommend several hundred
in the selection. The Nobel Comrecipients are Westerners; mid-Atindividuals,
whose work is then
!antic prose is reckoned to stand the
mittee raised a storm by giving the
scrutinized by man: than 100 difbest chance in n:spect of this
prize in 1958 to Boris Pasternak for
ferent experts sitting on various
Dr Zhivago. Afterwards it awarded
'global' award.
committees or n:view groups. The
the prize to a 'respectable' Soviet
w<R: of the top two or three in each
Western male bios
novelist, Sholokhov 1965). Other
category may be studied for half a
Europeans to get the literature prize
A thorough analysis of the
year before the committee emerges
were Solzhenitsyn (1970) and
recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize
with a recommendation that must
Jaroslav Seifert (1984), respectivewas made in 1973 by Sloveig Hall
then
get the fmal approval from a
ly Russian and Czechoslovakian
of Uppsala University of Sweden.
larger
body of experts in the
dissidents who now live in the US.
Published in the joumalfnstantReSwedish
Academy or Karolinslca
Of the few peace prizes ever
search on Peace and Violence of
Institute.
Strict secrecy surrounds
awarded to subjects of socialist
the Tarnpere Peace Research Inof the Nobel laureate and
the
choice
countries, two went to individuals
stitute of Finland, it concluded:
any
member
who reveals the
highly critical of their n:spective
•the average recipient is a White
Academy's working faces expulregimes: Andre Sakharov of the
man about 64 years old,
sion. The Swedish Academy's perSoviet Union (1975) and Lech
•he comes from the West,
manent secn:tary, Sture Allen, says
Walesa of Poland (1983). The third
•is well educated,
that one rule was that 'no one ever
communist recipient, Le Due Tho,
•probably in law
gets
the prize the f&CSt year he is
former Vietnamese foreign mini•and is very likely a leading
suggested.'
All records of deliberaster, shared the prize with Henry
politician.
tions
on
the
selection of laureates
Kissinger (1973); understandably,
This is a minor image of the
an:
closed
to
outside
scrutiny for 50
he declined the award. The Nobel
Nobel Committee itself. Seen
years.
Committee also made history when
against this background, it is hardly
In general, the three sciences
it awarded the 1978 peace prize to
surprising th.at4% of the 530prizes
and
medicine awards have been
Menachem Begin of Israel (shared
distributed between 1901-1986
more immune to criticism than the
with Sadat for the Camp David acwent to Swedes, making Sweden
peace, literature and economics
cords). Begin, an old time terrorist,
the major winner. Writers in
prizes which an: not always acwas the leader of the lrgun terrorist
Western languages are more likely
cepted as true measures of excelorganization in p~ 1948 Palestine.
to receive a Nobel for literature.
lence. The science prizes are
Anned with a Nobel peace prize he
Towering figures like Muhammad
less, partly because
challenged
invaded Lebanon in 1982. The
Iqbal and Qazi Nazrul Islam (India)
there
is
broad
professional agreeNobel Committee could not muster
or Ahmad Shawqi, Abbas Mahmud
ment
on
what
constitutes excelenough courage to withdraw the
aJ-Aqqad and Tawfiq ai-Hakim
lence
in
science
and
partly because
prize.
(Egypt) did not receive the prize but
lacks
the
specialist
the
public
The long-term assumption of
Rabindranath Tagore, who wrote in
to
judge
them.
The most
knowledge
the Nobel Committee is that the
English. did. Taha Hussain was
appears
to have
disastrous
blunder
most peace-loving people and ornominated many a time but, for all
been the 1926 medicine award to
ganizations in the world are to be
his credentials, failed to make it. As
Johannes Fibiger of Denmark for a
found in one area: the industralized
a matter of rule, a prospective
cancer discovery that turned out to
West The overwhelming majority
recipient's works should have been
be false- Muslimedia +
of the prizes have gone to Westerntranslated into a Western language,
dominated 'international' orpreferably English.
Source:
ganizations and to individuals in
There has never been a major
Third
World Resurgenu No. 6
Western countries. A Westerner
critic or ~holar on the self- ap(male) is more likely to get the
pointed ccrnmittee that awards the
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Human Rights

Only HuiDan Beings
Can Protect HuiDan Rights
In this article, CHANDRA

MUZAFFAR points out
that tbe Rule of Law cannot
by itself protect human
rigbts. Only human beings
can protect human rights
based on our commitment
to human dignity and our
love for liberty. ·

"Uberty Ues In the
hearts of men and
women; when it

dies there. no
constitution, no
law, no court can
save it."
Justic1 LEARNED HAND

L

iberty, equality and justice are
vital ingredients in the concept of the Rule of Law. But

these values mean very little unless
the conditions which allow them to
develop and flourish are ~duously
cultivated. As the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) stated in its

Delhi Declaration of 1959, ''The
Rule of Law should be employed not
only to safeguard and advance the
civil and political rights of the individual in a free society but also to
establish social; economic, educational and cultural conditions under
whkh his legitimate aspirations and
dignity may be realized."
It is important to emphasize this
because there are many governments which profess to uphold the
rule of law and yet make laws
which violate fundamental liberties
and basic human rights. All sorts of
unwarranted curbs and controls are
imposed upon the freedom of expression and the freedom of association. The State gives itself the
right to detain people without trial
for any length of time, in the name
of national security. All this is done
with the authority of the law. These

US Suprtme Court

transgressions of liberty and justice
are therefore legal. But they are
contrary to the Rule of Law as a
principle of constitutional government. In other words, what is legal
within a particular political system
may not conform to the Rule of
Law. This distinction between rule
by law and Rule of Law is crucial.
Even when governments understand the real meaning of the Rule
of Law, there is sometimes a tendency to deviate from its underlying principles, at the level of actual
implementation. Violations of the
Rule of Law on the part of the rich
and powerful sometimes do not
evoke the same response from the
authorities as violations by the poor
and the powerless. The failure of a
society to create those 'social
economic, educational and cullurai
conditions' which would enable the
poor and the powerless to enjoy
genuine liberty, equality and justice
is accorded little significance in
most commentaries on how the
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Rule of Law can protc~. t human
rights.
Lawyers and judges who have a
direct role in employing the rule of
law for the protection of hurrum
rights should gi~ much more attention to the larger social environment which affects the exercise of
these rights. Indeed. they should.
through the interpretation of the
law, help to change the environment so that the poor and the
powerless would have access to
liberty and justice.
This requires more than a commitment to social change. It is also
perhaps important for judges and
lawyers to change their attitude to
law itself. The legal positivism of
English philosophy treats law as
ltx, not jus. This is one of the
reasons why British- trained
judges, as a whole, are sometimes
~luctant to examine the underlying
Issues of morality•and justice embodied in particular laws. They tend
to adopt a narrow literal interpretation of the law. What is needed is a
more holistic understanding of the
law which gives utmost emphasis
to moral values and ethical standards.
Apart from the legal and judicial profession, the media also has
a very big role to play in upholding
the rule of law and protecting
human rights. The media should expose legislation which goes against
the rule of law. One would like to
see journalists, for instance
evaluate laws and practices in a par~
ticular society against the norms
and principles contained in the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the two International

Covenants and other United Nations proclamations and conventions. Newspapers and the
electronic media should regard
human rights education as an integral aspect of the dissemination
of information in society.
The ultimate purpose behind
human rights education, and the endeavour to develop a more
profound appeciation of the Rule
of Law, is the evolution of human
societies which are deeply committed to human dignity. Laws, institutions
and
constitutions,
important as they are, cannot really
protect human dignity and human
rights. To put it in another way, the
Rule of Law as a principle of
government, caMOt by itself
protect human rights. Only human
beings can protect human rights.
The commitment to human dignity,
the love for liberty, must bum like
a flame in the hearts of men and
women.
As 1ustice Learned Hand of the
United States Supeme Cowt once
put it, "Liberty lies in the hearts of
men and women; when it dies there,
no constitution, no law, no court
can save it"+
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Technology

Holistic and Ecological View
of the Universe
Based on the work of
Fritjof Capra, M M HODA
examines how a holistic and
ecological view of the
universe would lead to the
development of alternative
technologies and social
organizations.
r Fritjof Capra, author of The
Tao ofPhysics, is a renowned
personality among eminent
physicists. He is noted. for his .nonconformist and revolutJonary VIews.
He has tried to synthesize Eastern
wisdom with the Western science.
While delivering Sri Aurobindo
Memorial Lectures in India, he made
some significant points drawing a
p:lmllcl between modem physics and
eastern mysticism and developed a
rcmarlmbly revolutionary concept of
the universe on this basis. His views
and formulations call for serious attention by intellcctuals.

D

The Newtonian-Cartesian
Mechanical Model
According to Capra, modem
atomic physics reveals a basic oneness of the universe. It shows that
one cannot decompose the world
into independently existing smallest units. As we penetrate into matter, nature does not show us any
isolated basic building block, but
rather appears as a complicated
web of relations between various
parts of a unified whole. Such a
conceptualisation creates a close
affinity between modem physics

and ancient philosophies. Compare
this with the Newtonian mechanistic model whose approach is based
on anal ylical method of reasons and
in breaking up thoughts and
problems and arranging things in
their logical order. Newton conceived the world as a machine and
attempted to make a mechanical
model of everything in this
universe. This approach became,
for long, an essential characteri~c
of modem scientific thought wh1ch
proved extremely useful in ~e
development of scientific theones
and resolution of complex technological problems. New.ton
developed a sustained methodical
formalism of the mechanistic view
of nature, natural science and
propounded the mechan~c explanation as the only ~a~fa~tory
description of reahttes and
modelled his own theories accordingly. Even the social sciences of a
vague nature like sociology and
political science also started
developing similar formulae for ~x
plaining phenomena happerung
within their own framework.
The over-emphasis on the Newtonian-Cartesian
mechanical
model of the universe led to the
fragmentation that characterises
both our general thinking and our
academic disciplines, and has led to
the widespread attitude of reductionism in science - the belief that
all aspects ofcomplex phenome~on
could be understood by reducmg
them to their constituent parts. The
material universe was a machine
and everything could be explained
as arrangement and movement of
the parts.
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ASUCHILD IN CAMERON

ttGHLANOS:"TM Eastern view of
n.ture w.. holiatic and ecologically

Inter-related•••"

Modem technology and society
have also been fashioned on Cartesian-Newtonian concepts. Every
industry and every economic ~c
tivity is an independent entity
governed only by a linear ca~se-ef
fect relationship. Every umt can
carry ·on its existence ~d~
pendently of each other unless It IS
externally and intentionally connected to each other. Plants,
animals, human beings were considered as machines. This concept
also produced radical ~har:'ges in
society and led to urbamsatton and
concentrated way of living. Every
household in the industrial society
was reduced to the smallest unit of
'nuclear family' which did not
maintain its relationship or connection with other members of the

larger family distantly related; even
with parents, grandparents and
cousins.

The Ecological and Holistic

Model
The Eastern view of nature was
holistic and ecologically inter- ~
lated in its different manifestations
of the same ultimate reality. The
cosmos was seen as one indivisible
reality which was for ever in m<r
tion, alive, organic, spiritual and
material at the same time.
Einstein put forth his theory of
relativity. He was not only expounding an important scientifiC
phenomenon, but was also introducing a whole range of new concepts. A drastic change in our
concepts of space-time interrelationship, i.e. unification of
space and time and equivalence of
mass and energy which posited a
much closer inter-relationship between the various entities of the
universe. although not looking so
apparently. There is nothing absolute and independent in nature,
every object is to be viewed in relation to anothl!r. Slowly, the think-

ing started changing and the concept of independent existence or
mechanistic model ofeach object in
the universe was questioned. We
live in a globally inter-connected
world in which biological, ·
psychological, social and environmental phenomen are all inter- dependent
Thus, acc<X"ding to Capra, "We
released an ecological and holistic
perspective of the universe, which
the mechanistic world-view of the
Cartesian-Newtonian science does
not offer." The precision and concreteness of even the natural
science has disappeared, what to
speak ofsocial sciences. At the subatomic level, matter does not exist
with certainty in definite places, but
rather has "tendencies to exist".
These tendencies are expressed in
quantum theories as probabilities
and corresponding methodical
quantities take the form of waves.
This is the reason that "particles"
can be "waves" at the same time.
This change in the concept o~
universe, when fully studied in all
its ramifications, will also lead to
the change in the development of
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technologies and societies. The
Cartesian- Newtonian concept led
to the industrial society on the
motto of "the bigger the better".
The machines that were bigger
were likely to be more efficient and
economical.
The ecological and holistic concept of the universe will require the
development of new forms of
society and social organizations.
Much of our conventional
resource-incentive and highly
centralized technology is now obsolete. Capra states that nuclear
power, ·petroleum, subsidised
agriculture and such technologies
are anti-ecological, inflationary
and unhealthy. The concentration
of industries in the western
countries, belching out their smoke
fumes in the atmosphere, has led to
the falling of acid rains, destroying
forests all over Europe. The effluents and wastes released from
industries are polJuting fresh water
lakes and rivers. These are all
ecological inter-relationships between events which were not seen
in the Cartesian-Newtonian model
of the universe. So, this model is

now out-dated, for it does not incorporate ecological principles.

Energy Altemolives
Capra has pleaded that the system for development of social organizations and technologies
should be based on Schumacher's
enunciation of " Small is Beautiful". Being small-scale and
decentralized, they tend to be
labour-intensive
rather
than
resource-intensive and thus help to
alleviate unemployment and poverty, while at the same time, being
environmentally benign. The shift
from 'hard' to 'soft' technologies is
most urgently needed in the areas
related to energy production.
During the seventies, the world became acutely aware of the global
shortage of fossil fuel. The industrialized countries embarked
upon a vigorous campaign for a
nuclear power as an alternative
energy source. Our ever-increasing
energy needs, especially in the
West, reflect the general expansion
of our economic and techological
system based on the Newtonian
model. In order to have a long-tcnn
and pennanent ecological solution
to our energy problem, we should
try to harness renewable sources of
energy and make a shift from hard
to soft technologies. Still the industrialized countries are taking the
hard energy path which requires
production of energy from oil,
natural gas, coal and uranium by
means of highly-energized technologies
that
are
rigidly

scientific conceptual framework of
the industrial society.
In the long run, we need energy
sources that are renewable,
economicaUy efficient and evironmentally benign. Solar energy is the
only kind of energy that specifies
all these criteria. All the energy we
use, except nuclear power, represents some fonn of stored solar
energy. Not all these fonns of energy are renewable, however. In
forested areas, it is present as a solid
fuel wood. in agricultural areas, it
can be produced as liquid or
gaseous fuel , alcohol or methane; in
mountainous regions as hydroelectric and in windy places as wind
generated electricity; in sandy and
plain areas, it can be collected as
direct heat. The transition to solar
energy does not require any major
technological process into the ac-

tivities of our modem society. The
most efficient solar technology involves small-scale devices to be
used by local communities which
can generate a wide variety of jobs.
The transition to solar energy
which is underway now, not merely
in terms of new technologies, but in
a broader sense, has a profound
transfonnation of many societies
round the world. According to
Capra, the shift from the mechanistic to the ecological model is not
such that will happen some time in
the future. It is happening right
now.
In short, the Newtonian~ar
tesian model of mechanical and
materialistic universe is being
replaced by the Einsteinia~ and
modern physicist model and Eastem view of ecological and holistic
universe.+
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progmmmedand are uneconomical

and unhealthy. Nuclear power is by
far the most dangerous component
of the hard energy path, threatening
not only to poisoning our natural
em•ironment for thousands of
years, but even to the destruction of
life in all fonns. The hazards of
nuclear power are inconceivably
complex, multi-dimensional and
invisible and operate on an extremely large scale, both in space
and in time. They are enonnously
horrendous monsters created by the
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CURRENT
CONCERNS
DEMOCRATIZATION OF
THE UN

A

LIRAN gives full support to
the Prime Minister's call for
the democratization of the United
Nations.
Democratization of the UN is
vital because the UN has become

a mere tool of US foreign policy.
The recent Gulf War and the continuing persecution of the people
of Iraq illustrate how easy it is to
manipulate the UN to serve the
interests of the US and its allies.
A truly democratic UN would
reflect the interests and aspirations of the vast majority of
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The UN submits to a handful of
W•tem powers constituting ,...
than 15% of 1he wortd's populadon.

humankind rather than submit to
the dictates of a handful of
Western powers who constitute
less than 15 per cent of the world's
population. A truly democratic UN
would ensure that there is political, economic and cultural justice
for all nations and peoples. A truly
democratic UN would apply the
same principles and standards to
all nations and peoples without
bias.
Thwards this end, ALIRAN
joins the Prime Minister in his
plea for reforms to the UN system.
The General Assemqly rather
than the Security Council should
bethefulerumofpowerofthe UN.
Indeed, the Security Council and .
the veto power of its five permanent members negate every
democratic principle.
The time has come for the
citizens of the world to help transform the UN into a truly representative Assembly reflecting the

genuine will of all the peoples of
the earth.
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR

President
:U September 1991

ntE MENARA KUALA
LUMPUR PROJECT

F

irst it was the Merdeka
square flag pole, supposedly
the tallest of ita kind in the world.
Now, our Minister of Infonnation
baa announced that .;..e are going
to have the tallest concrete structure in the wotld - the $250 million
Menara Kuala Lumpur telecommunication• tower. Rising 420
metrea above the city, it will also be
the third tallest structure in the

world.
Aletter ofintent for the project
and a concession agreement was
signed recently between the
government and Syarikat Menara
Kuala Lumpur Sdn Bhd. The
tower is suppoeed to •enhance
telecommunications services in
the country" and also serve as a
"tourist attraction•. The company
would build the tower at ita own
coat and manage it for 15 years
under a concession before handing
it over to the government.
Some questions need to be
asked here. Why do we need such
a tall tower in the ftrst place? To
enhance telecommunication services? But we have managed quite
well over the last 34 years without
such a monstrosity. If it is true
that this is going to be the third
tallest .tructure in the world, it
would also mean that 163 other
countries in the world, including
developed nations, have managed
their communications services
quite satisfactorily without the
aid of 420-rnetn high towers.
Couldn't a smaller structure be
built at a lower cost perhaps on a
higher hill?
Who is going to end up footing
the bill for this tower? The government baa laid it will not incur a
!lingle Mn on the project aa it is the
Company which will build the
tower. But aurely, Syarikat
Menara Kuala Lumpur Sdn Bhd
ia not building the tower out of

sheer generosity. Eventually, it
will be the public who will have to
pay for this grandiose project in
some way or another. How waa the
company awarded the tender in
the first place? What are the terms
of the 15-year concession agreement? It is still not very clear how
this project is going to benefit the
public in the long run? How is the
company going to recover the coat
of ita investment? Will the public
have to pay more for telecommunications services as a result of
this project?
These and other similar queationa need to be answered in order
to convince the public that this
project is really necessary. Otherwise, Menara Kuala Lumpur
could well tum out to be another
monument built in honour of our
misguided priorities.

ANILNEITO
ExcoMembtr
3 October 1991

US MILITARY
SUPREMACY THREATENS
WORLD PEACE
Hideo Fulr.uyama
Representative Diredor
Japan Peace Commiltee
1-4-9Shiba

the primary factor behind the insane anna race. Now the excuse
the US could always trot out to
justify ita enormous military expenditure has all but disappeared.
Peace-loving people all over
the world should expose the
United States' real motive by
demanding that it closes down
foreign bases, abrogates military
pacta,
eliminates
nuclear
weapons and refrains from
developing new weapons of mass
destruction. In this connection,
peace activists should not be
deceived by the United States
government's recent decision to
reduce its nuclear arsenal. The
reduction, it should be emphasized, does not affect ita
medium and long-range nuclear
missiles. Neither does it affect in
any way its 'Star Wars'
programme. In fact, space technology, it now appears, will be harnessed even more to help the US
maintain ita military dominance.
Peace activists everywhere
should join forces to fight the
military dominance of the US and
ita allies. It is this military
supremacy which is the greatest
threat to world peace.
With warm regards and best
wishes.
Sincerely,
Dr. CHANDRA MUZAFFAR

Mina~o/r.u

President

Tokya
Japan

AllRAN

10 October 1991

Dear friends,

I

t gives me great pleasure to
send a message to the 1991
Japan Peace Conference for the
abrogation of the Japan-US
military alliance and the removal
of bases to be held in Hokkaido
from 24 to 27 October.
With th~ end of the Cold War
and the disintegration of the
Soviet system, there is really no
reason for the United States to
maintain such a high military
profile in East Asia. Indeed, even
at the height of the Cold War, it
was not so much Soviet military
power as the United States' own
desire to perpetuate its imperialistic hegemony which waa
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ASEAN ENDORSEMENT
FOREAEC

A

LIRAN is pleased that
ASEAN has endorsed the
concept of an East Asia Economic
Caucus (EAEC).
An
effective consultative
mechanism which links ASEAN to
Japan and other East Asian states
will emerge as a powerful voice in
the economic forums of the world.
Such a voiceisimportantespeeially at a time when a handful of
nationa appear to be determined
to impose upon the rest of the
world rules and regulations on international trade which are

designed to perpetuate their own
selfish interests. The stalled
Uruguay Round which has
revealed the real intentions ofcertain industrial powers in the
North on a variety of issues ranging from subsidies for manufactured producta to intellectual
property righta is a case in point.
However, for the EAEC to
make a real impact, it should
develop common perspectives on
crucial international economic issues.
Whatever ita short-term goals,
the EAEC's long-term aim should
be the evolution of just and equi·
table economic relations among
all nations and peoples.

CHANDRA. MU7AFFAR
President
9 October 1991

NATIONAL PEAt:EKEEPING COUNCIL
Gen. Suchinda Kraprayan
Military Supre~ Command
Headquarters
Sanam Sua Pha
Rajadamnarn Vok Road
Bangkok
10300 Thailand

Sir,

A

s a group committed to
human dignity and social
justice, ALIRAN is disturbed by
various political trends in Thailand
in recent months.
Democratic space in Thailand
has
shrunk
dramatically.
Democratic values and principles
are under constant threat.
Whatever little political freedom
there is in Thailand is fast disappearing.
This tragic state of affairs is
reflected in what has been happening to certain individuals involved in the struggle for political
freedom and social justice. The
labour leader Thanong Bho-aan
has 'disapp~ared'. Unfair, unjust
charges have been levelled at
Sulak Sivaraksa and t}le Ven.
Phra Prachak for exercising
freedom of expression and
freedom of action.

.,;;;;;;;,_

,

Aliran appeals for greater democratic Spac4t for Thailand.

"Democratic space
in Thailand has
shrunk dramatically. Democratic
values and principles are under
constant threat.
Whatever liHie political freedom there is
in Thailand is fast
disappearing. n
At the same time, Thai villagers living on national park land
continue to be subjected to violent
harassment. There is also no sign
that free and fair elections will be
.•eld soon.
In view of the above, ALIRAN
appeals to you to:-
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1) Ensure the safety of
Thanong Blio-aan and produce
him in public.
2) Drop all charges against
Sulak Sivaraksa and Phra
Prachak.
3) Discontinue the violent
harassment and relocation of'I'hai
villagers living in national park
land.
4) Hold free and fair parliamenary elections as soon as
possible.
5) Allow a democraticallyelected Prime Minister and
cabinet to draft a new democratic
constitution which reflects the
will of the people.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,

Dr. Chandra Muzaffar
President
AllRAN

4 October 1991

continued from back page THINKING ALWWED
Golf is lor
toadying up to
1heboM,
striking a deal,

rubbing
~with

therlchMd

111moue,.o
thtysay.

.....

Fomanatety
VIPs.fn+row

are wielding

changkuJs
inatead of golf

clubs, albeit
uncomfortably.

order in a country so famous for
cover-ups of various sorts.
Meanwhile, the country's
experts expounding on the possible
causes of the poor visibility have
added more humidity than light on
the cause of the problem which
seems to have become a regular
feature on our Jandcsape. Rather
than indulging in quack
meteorology (such as laying the
blame on our neighbours, the
agricu1tura1 sector and gardeners),
they should start looking more
Iosely f<X" the real culprits.
It is quite likely that the haze is
a warning nudge from Mother
Nature of our deteriorating air
quality from the past 10 years of
intense industrialisation, much of
which have occurred with little or
no environmental control

•••
GOLANG ONE'S
WAVTOTHETOP

T

golfmg husbands? A closer look
revealed that these chaps were actually wielding cangkuls, the working tool of the simple farmer.
It was quite obvious that most
of these VlPs have hardly done a
day of manual work-in their entire
air-<:onditioncd lives. But for most
corporate climbers, a game of golf
is considered hard work. The
fairway, it seems, has become a
venue for one to toady up to the
boss, strike deals or just to rub
shoulders with the rich. famous and
powerful.
Even the academia has been
infected by the contagious delightS
of the game. Univcrsiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia was reported to be
planning an 18-hole golf course for
its staff on bnd reserved for future
expansion of the campus.
Undoubtedly, this particular
"course" will help initiate
undergraduates into the art of
toadying, wheeling-and-dealing
and shoulder-rubbing when they
emerge from the gates of the ivory
tower.

he camera recently captured

severnl YIPs, including two
MCA big-shots. in what at fll'St
glance appeared to be a golf practice range. And were the petty girls
in a row behind them chose female
caddies that had the National Coontil lor Women Organisation worried sick for the moral safety of their

•••
LOOKING ETHICS
IN THE EYE

I

a

n rare instance a while ago, a
young woman entrepreneur
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bcing interviewed, named ethics as
the most important factor in managing a business. She said man3gement techniques could be gleaned
from books, but ethics and mor-.U
valuessuchashonestyandintegrily
are required for the.ir effective aJr
plication.
The lady, now running a
thriving family business, learnt this
from her late father (whom
hardened businessmen reOO.ing her
words suspected to be an alien
being) who believed in strong
human relations with both
customers and employees and
always kept an open door to both.
One need not grease palms and
throttle one's worlcers in ooler to
profit. she said.
Sadly though, she is sceptical
that such values wiU be popular
among her impatient-to-get-rich
contemporaries. In fact, she worries
that Vision 2020 is likely fo be
achieved only at the cost of ethics
and moral values. There•s certainly
nodling wrong with her fcresight
although it may not quite earn the
doctor's certificate for perfect
vision.

•••

THE MALAYSIAN
WAY(BUT
HOPEFULLY NOT
ALL THE WAY)
1\11"alaylia bas been appoil*-1
.ll'.l.by tbe Commonwealth
Seaeaiat to head a special com-

fudividua1s as weU as their greater
access to information and
~- Wlthinthewmpond
of the city and town. many urban
Malays are beginning to recognise

communal-based politicians,
whedler rWiag party or opposition,
for whallhey R.

mittee 10 advise the Mozambique

•••

govamne11t oo am~ dcclaal ~ and process in the
African nation's forthcoming
aencraJ election. Tbele will be
much 10 &lean from the MalaysiM
ElcdDl COrnmissioo's sys&ematic
conduct ol eJedionl. but let's bope
thatMozambique wiD DOt lateafter
us in lbe way we oonarol the media
10 the wqe ol a-pbyxia during an
election, not 10 mention money
polidca or lhn=ats to ave independent-minded vomot ~
mcnl

•••
BEYOND THE
COCONUT SHELL

U

mnoaeemstobe sutferins•
ailment similar 10 lhat oC its
MCA counletpalt. An Umno leader
&on Penang. said to be a Joyal
h8dlet man for one ol the most
ambitious polUicians in the counlly.
complained that rural Malays
m..ciiO join UmnO after migrating eo ..-. cen~ra. Echoing the
pileous bleats ol his MCA cc»lcaauea. he said urban Malays.
~Y lhoae grown cosy and
afti•ICIII, had fcqoar:n lbe lll\lgle
ol UIMO. W"l&bout their IUpiJOit.
Ulll10 coold DOt be stron& in the
urban area.. he said.
It is about time this fellow
eme1ps from bis coconut shell.
Does be noc know that many wban
Malays are able to outarow their
blinka"ed aailudes because ol dldr
inlenclion wilh diw.ne puups and

THANK GOD FOR
TOURISTS!
,..,..e authorities are keeping
.I,; . their ~ sealed on the Aids
situation which is belieYed to have
grown quite alarming. dae in the
inedical field claim. They fear tbe
true picture will frigblen off IOUriJis
as bas happened in a neighbouring

commy.
It is quite ludicmus the eDft 10
which we .-e prepared eo go out ot
our way in the name ol tcuism.
Toilees .e cleaned • and pllces
beautified to leave a good
imp'ession on kUistl. Tax money
is lavished on events for the
~ ol towists. It would
appear that things aiound here set
the aacntion of lhe audoities only
when tourists are around. The needs
and convenience of thole a1 home
seem seoondary.
In the meantime, die Health
Minisler aild his Deputy. rather than
being candid about the Aids
situation, have takal toexiOiling the
virtues olthe condom which is ll.iU
not allowed advertisement in
newspapers or on 1V and mdio.
Ccme 10 lhink ol it, there is lillie
need for manufactlfti'S to advertise
with those two men from the
Ministry running up and down the
c:ocnry btaechins not only men.
but wcmen too. 1o be lady with
their condoms wben theUIJC arises.

•••
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POUTICAL LOANS

B

Mts most be caring, serviceoriented, effiCient. innova-

tive and support productive
activities, a gathaing of financial
institutions was told. It was a la1l
OOb" from 1he PM, particularly the
auin& part. given the ringgit and
8Cft cakulaliveness of bankers •
any honest man despmlle f<X" an
hontsl klan would have djg;O\'ei'Cd
at one time oranother. What irks the
common man is thai those with
polilicaJ connections - able 10
seaR the most ouU3geous sums
based on the filmsiest ol collatml.
Un&il bankers are able to stand Cum

apinlt UIIIDUDd fmancial requests
from the politically well-connected, it would be diffiCUlt to
achieve a Stlble banking system
1hat can heJp the nation progress

-~·

• ••

GOING TO JAIL IN
STYLE
1\6ore than dtee minutes ol
.1l'~ late news on TV one
night was devoted 10 a report on the
conviction of a well-known
bminessman fa'CBT amounting 10
inillions of ringgit. The tubby tilldipper, dressed in a smart bush
jacket em«ged jauntily from the
oourt after being 8eDienCed to ci&ht
years jail and an order to~
sa1e Bank Nepra m the llR ot
severol million ringgit. He grinned
expansively and waved to the
camcms • thouab be had faced a
sp:OOing fine. Then be hopped into
a sleek. shinny, chautfcur-driven
Mea:dcs Benz. Life is 10 unfair,
convicU and noiHXlllvicts all over
the ~ could be heard nuauina before their TV screens •
lbe news faded to make way ftt one

of those thinnly disguised cigarette
ads.

•••
CLEARING THE
BACKYARD

I

n his brave address before the
United Nations General As~
sembly in New York. our Prime
Minister spoke out against the way
the new world order (also known as
"What America Wants") was to be
shaped. He advocated a more
democratic way, with all l!.ations,
big and small,answernble to the UN
and not to the US. lnterpscrscd with
his brave words were a few
righteous snides at what he considered to be trappings of westernstyle democracy - the right to carry
guns, homosexuality and cohabitation.
On the whole, it was a
well-thought-out address covering
a broad range of issues on the
premise of global democratisation.
Only trouble was that in the
doctor's own little backyard in the
Borneo hinterland, the democratic
rights of severnl Malaysian citizens
were being trampled.
Malay opposition leaders,
including several MPs and a Malay
prince, had been declared persona
non grata and barred from entering
Sarawak to campaign in the recent
State election. The dictate,
originating from the very top,
provided an insight to the man who
has headed the State so many years
and continues to do so. So long in
fact, that he may have fallen under
the impression that the State is his
little fiefdom and he, the feudal
lord.

And despite the BN's vast
mandate, it was reported that
teachers who campaigned for the
opposition would be taught a
lesson. Is the Minister of Education,

who issued the threat, thinking of
detention classes, writing lines or
several laps round the school field?
Perhaps he should also instruct all
teacher training colleges to include
courses on Thought Control while
Critical Thinking, which helps us
develop anayltical and creative
skills, should be immediately
dropped from the coursework.

•••
PROMISES
uslim men may soon be re~
quired to pledge during
their marriage ceremony not to
force their wives into vice when the
honeymoon is over, the Minister of
National Unity and Social
Development said. The idea is now
being scrutinised by the ulamaks.
The lady Minister had been greatly
distressed by reports of husbands
making a living out of their wives'
bodies. She thinks promises by the
1111::11 011 tht:ir wedding day will
prevent such vile and immoral acts
later on. How quaint! Has she not
heard of the saying (however
cliche) that promises are often
made only to be broken.

M

why they are compelled to knit or
crochet on office time or why they
are direct~selling ins~ of pushing
files.
Most of all, it is hoped that the
shrink can eventually help shrink
the size of the civil service said to
be one of the biggest in the world in
terms of population:bureaucrat
ratio. Let's hope too that the PSD
shrink will not end up on the couch
of a fellow shrink as in the case of
the mayor of a city in a
neighbouring country.
The poor mayor had a nasty
shock when he decided to visit the
education department disguised as
a member of the public. He found
50percentofthestaffmissing from
their desks, while the majority of
those remaining were either playing
chess or reading magazines and
newspapers. Only 10 per cent were
seen working. The report may have
forgotten to mention that the
remaining 10 per cent probably
referred the bogus member of the
public from one officer to another
with his bogus problem.

•••
SOUTH AFRICA
THANKS SHELL

•••
CIVIL SERVICE ON
THE COUCH
A psychologist will soon be
.nadded on to the Public Services Department payroll. The
sluink, among other things, is to
help upgrade the performance of
civil servants, provide counselling
and conduct tests on candidates
joining the service. Hopefully, he
can also tell the PSD why government servants are always so thirsty
that ihey are usually hanging about
the canteen orcoffeeshop (or worse
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''Shell thanks you Malaysia ... for
a happy one hundred years ..."
so goes this rather catchy jingle
over R1M in recent weeks. It was
the oil company's thoughtful way
of marking its centenary of mining
on Malaysian soil. Unfortunately,
the same jingle if aired over South
Africa would very likely go like
this: "White South Africa thanks
you Shell ... for fueling our military
and police, breaking international
oil embargoes against South Africa,
mining and exporting South
African mineral ... for standing by
us all those years ..."

Thinking
allowed

byNNP

FROM CAGE TO
CONDO

E

1

ven Zoo Negara is not to be
spared by the growing in-

fatuation for more golf courses and
condos. The national heritage may
soon become the hapless victims of
a pair of multi-million ringgit
projects now in the process of being
approved. The 128-hectare
schemes, known as the Lost
Horizon~ Kampung Kemansah,
is said to include a golf course and
thousands of condominiums and
houses.
Residents of the existing
Kampung Kemansah, keen on
making a nice pile from selling their
land to the developer, have asked
the protesting president of Zoo
Negara. the infatigable Tan Sri Khir
Johari, to shut up. We were here
ftrst, they claimed with some
righteousness. Incidentally, the
land being hawked off by the
residents was alienated to them in
1962 by the stale government to
plant rubber, durians and to live in.
The Selangor MB, no less
enraptw"ed by the wonders of the
Lost Horizon, tripped into a
contrndiction of sorts by claiming

that he could not stop the
development because the area was
not zoned for a zoo. But then,
neither was it presently zoned for
anything other than agriculture
before the developer got it rezoned.
Meanwhile in the still lush,
tropical environs of the zoo, the
animals had gathered for a noisy
conference in the Kentucky Fried
Chicken outlet of Zoo Negara.
Most of them were deeply disturbed
and showed their displeasure in a
deafening cacophony of roars,
howls and screeches lhat sent all of
the Colonel's waiters and
waitresses running for the door.
Apart from a few reptiles,
namely the crocodiles, the zoo's
creatures wc_re irked by the thought
of being driven out of their little
kingdom. This is not the caring
society that we have heard so much
about, they cried. But the crocs,
ever on the look-oot for a meaty
deal, put on their sly grins and
argued for the development. They
w-ged their feUow animals not to
oppose the projects, but to welcome
them with open claws, hoofs, wings
or whatever it was they had as arms,
otherwise, they would be left far
behind the humans.

In between mega bites of the
Colonel's finger-licking recipe, the
aocs pointed out "StD'ely we don't
want to live like this all our animal
lives while the humans have nice
houses, good jobs and swell golf
courses! We can play golf too one
day if we learn to do things like the
humans." The animals were quite
taken up by the idea of playing golf
(But not the snakes. Whatever are
we going to hold the clubs with
they hissed).
'
However, what clinched the
meeting for the crocs was their
promise to negotiate with the
developer for a condo to each
family in the zoo. Fmally, thought
the animals, they could become
middle-class, join the rat race
(something they could easily
identify with), play golf. They
appointed the most ferocious
amongst them to relay their
decision to Tan Sri Khir over a
meal. And if he still persisted to
protest, the messenger was to make
him the meal.
Not much to everyone's
swprisc, the crocs, once they had
moved out of Zoo Negarn to new
horizons, went on to become v.ildly
successful developers and
politicians.

•••
MOTHER OF ALL
COVER-UPS?

T

he haze that has descended
upon large parts of the
country was the worst experienced
in the past few years. In Ipoh, it w~
so dense that the Emperor and
Empress of Japan had to cancel
their visit to several industrial plants
in the state, thus sparing the imperial couple the sight of industrial
sprawl not only in Pernk but other
parts of the country. In a way, the
haze was a cover-up of the highest
continued on page 37
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